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Vegister, Est May. alo&
Ctandard, Est Apag 0164.
RIGID CROSS
EXAMINATION
IF EVELYN THAW RESUMED
• BY ATTORNEY JEROME
YESTERDAY.,
1 ANY WERE EASER
TO ENTER COURTROOM
'WITNESS HELD HER OWN
WELL DURING THE
ORpEAL YESTERDAY•
. 4 crowd to the court ruins where
.3.1
' Nits York. Feh. 11 -----Thi' prospect
- iniv time before the hour for open-
lid outside the door.
Is rapacity, and a long line was wait-
oiked the eross-exansination ot
he tnal of Harry Thaw is being bold.
evelop more surprise% when lie con-
'Allyn Nc-.bit 'khan. brought another
ig court, the room was crowded to
edittely after the jury without wait-
at District Attorney jaw* **id
Thaw entered the court room me-
-
Only Trouble—Some Surprises ..
t Loss of Memory Seemed Her
Are Expected.
ng to be formally called the bar.
}lie hsir wadi messed and bap maser
ti oser and nervou. Ile carried
=a :..../r pad of paper. and after tak-
fine his seat prepared to take notes of
st,. wife's testimony
When Justice Fitzgerald had taken
seat on the bench there was a
woulgreece among the attorneys. and
.• tins decided there would be no
toMorrow. Wathington's
l sihdas . purposes.
When Ar.. with,ssas chord to the The council aeveraL weeks aga took
the Dryfuas & Weil license away, bpi
at a subsequent meeting reconsidered
their former action and granted the
application. When it got to tbkylflder-
men key referred to a committee
the question of threshing slut the
complaint put in to the license by
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson.
The committee met, last Monday
and Al% Itryfu,s made them a state-
ment in defense of the use of the
objectionable literature, while Dr.
Thompson also addressed t'hc corn-
stand she gbnced at her hudtand
. and smiled.
Then she turned to Justice Fits
....raid and made a nide bow to him.
but the justice did not notice her
, hire Than :aid after her first ex-
in.riente with Stanford White. the re-
.isitjons with hien cosilinued for a
lime
Has Stood Ordhul Welt
•ar. E.elyii Nesbit Than has
••ond the Ordeal of the eross-exami-
maims well Siie is aPPItrenHY mittee. showing where obscene cards
deadly carne•i and, althoutrh the had Seen used to advertise Devil's
strain under which she is laboring Island gin, the cards portraying a
is plainly apparent, there is not the naked man in filthy attitude.
..lightest sign that she will not be i This committee last night reported
);
ble to bear up wader it. The colors that after Monday/a meeting they
omea and go.- in her face as the 1, dee% en an affidavit which they sub-
examination proceeds, and occasion- minted Mr. Dryfuss to sign. but he
ni17 her brow frturis or her HP, ponti refitted on the ground that several
hut ,she answers promptly and in moat 'Imelda ago he made public statementcases with apparent frankness. Oe certifenst that the objectionable mat-s isionally she hesitates and leans for- tier hal not been homed or circulatedward in her chair, as though to be during the past twelve months with,furc she understands, not only the t his knowledge or consent.
word* in which Mr. Jerome's guts- Despite this fact Chairman Lige
• t., is framed. but his motive in ask- Baker of the connnittee recommendedit sc well. Her childish face is that the firm be granted the license.
'ln. aid continually chancing as and ilia was done by the %Otos of





DRY FUSS & V/EIL REFUSED




FIRM BALKED AT SWEARING
IT KNEW NOTHING OF‘‘
CARD CIRCULATION.
nn.seas.s.. t
President Palmer Refuted to Lot
Request of the Distilleries Com-
pany Come Up.
Despite the fact that the ohols,ale
udiskey firm of 1)ryfuss & Weil of
North Socond street refused to sign
flee debited sworn affidavit to die
that there Intel not been issued or c
ciliated for a period of twelve moot
with the knowledge and consent #1
the propietors, the obscene literature
advertising Devil's lalaud Gin. t*
aldermanic Wald last evelling granted
the liceaie to this tirin to
sell liquor iu quantities bi-
tween our quart and five gallodi.
After ranting this license, president
Palmer of the board refused to allow
taken up the application of the Pads-
cab Diatilleries company ivr a_jaind-
las license, claiming this littler Taiense
had to be acted on by the coirlcil
first, hence ould not let it be
brought before the aldermanic board.
Objections had existed to thig appli-
cation also because of some rattail)
kind of literature used for adverti.ing
asioqally indignatior, neves
lbsalizes Her Position.
Ti.. sire! street foe a wort liquor license,4 hi. seems to have a fuli realira-
but Palmer, the presiding officer,4.•.inatapf the importance of her position
fused to let this be done, his Cm-end of the fact that. to a great extent.
contention being that the courth and's life It in her hands. ./A
first thrOtlgil the
eg
1.1C dna- of questions .";°," have to act.oero-en have t n intial action infrirtaelie; a critical point s,he fences,.witit the distric.14supory in a man_ hundreds of !inn r instances here-
tofore.' The distilleriea license wasu-orthy of a much gtwater ex-
Inerience rock ossetc:: than her • c'Weet•-!cl to on the same ground Of the
pearance-ldeg•-hge ..iworres ihtsicase. I Drainsa & Palmer forces
sems constantly, watching for pit- ,ILt on the council to firstails" in Mr. Jerome's 'sole.ti,o-is, and''
refulty avoids thotuo as though 5k 
LODGE ROBE.. 
••terditiW • that no -Store of hers, no
monanlaref carideuasseas shall injure
*e name to save, whose life, she 'ha*
;hared her pitful story to the ossorld.
. Jerome** Szarnination.
Jerome's examination has so
far been gentle, Anti. searching. He
Aitetevi(tineoflecialgipto go into every
•'phiii ()rare 5tory she told on her
direct examinatiorg relentlessly. His
, attitude is insistent. but so far there
has been no* lien of the aggressive--tress he earl...chit/Wand init wçlL
MV Varga, sigealstaide Mrs. Thaw.
never missing a word, and ready to
protect his wirriesilf 'necessary. Not
a - point passes hint, and he is ready
A-0 tech(1l okltletetiOtta whenever
?hire is 4-t htteroose thelt.
' It is thf. 'ens flows whiet seems
b kakties, an
*OF t that h
ot nil oteeleoettitegb in on cross-
•
xamination..that he can possiblvOlceep
oleret
j)f
le is takina the
ilistke Fitzvernld's
titif"orR1>S4ves Islas the ririvilege
spiestiotting the truth of the story
(Cou'inted of, -Ptge Eight.)
Chairman Baker then wanted to.
present the application of the ado-
rn/I Diatilleries company of South
Garment ,Stolen From Pythian Hall
Last Night—Lieutenant Sick.
Mr. William Morgan reported to
Roundsman Emile Gourieux last
night that someone had stolen one of
the velvet robes from the Knights- of
Pythias hall over Walher's thug store
at Fifth and Broadway. It belonged
to the Odd Fellows who are movingsl
into the hall to hold their meetings.
Roundsman Gourieun had charge
of the force last night. relieving Lieu-
tenant Thomas 'Potter who was
stricken with a seitere chill and' lia:(
to go home.
•
—Airtime .Poinclexter, colored jani-
tor of the American-derman bank,
41111111/00*.senat :eat building yes-
tefday morning, when he fell helpless
'from paralysis that afflicte the:entire
right- 'tide. The clerks artiVitor at
1:,30 o'clock found 'him on the floor
in the rear, and he *QS moved to the
r4y hospital. He may die. He /Ives
st Ninth and Burnett and has heti
sosior.for this baros !Sir 32 'years ifs
JUNIOR LEAGUE
ENTERTAINMENT









Large Crowd Enjoyed the Beautiful
Colonial Tea at Kentucky
Avenue Church.
The Junior League of the limbic
street Methodist church presents the
folloaing program during this eve-
ning's entertainment at the church.
commethorat ive if Washington's
birthday:
'/ Songs-illy Junior League.
Prayer—By Rev. G. W. Banks.
' Address of Welcome — Alfred
Green.
Excerciae---By twenty-foe girls and
boys.
Recitation --By Ruby Darnell.
Eire y Tiny Leaguers.
Medky—Jaclann's Orchestra.




Rhodes and Clara Scott.
Exercise—The Presidents of the
United States.
Recitation—BY Dot Hays.
Solo--A Dar Dream—Sareezki- -
Miss Mary Lewis- Fields.
Earewell Address -Theldred Puck-
S.
' Song-- America.
.00 e •• / McKinley Buikkag.
One of the most enjoyable affairs
ever conducted in the city schools was
the etatertairordent given yehterdzy
altertioon by the teachers and stud-
ents of the McKinley building in Me-
chanicsburg. The program was one
proluae with attractive feature', and
the children acquitted themselves
well, to the satisfaction of the several
hundred visitors present, which in-
elmied a number of trustees of the
school board and other representative
citizens. No studies were held and
the assemblage gathered in one room
where the exercises engaged their
attention for several hours
Silver Wedding Event.
Mr and Mrs. William Lydon of
South Tenth near Clark street enter-
tained about seventy-dive friends
Wedneaday- evening in honor of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their 
REGISTER.1.ER.
IN% FEBRUARY 22. 007
BIRK PUNS ARE 1NEGRO SLASHED
'WOW COMPLETE ON TIE ARM





BOILS IN SPPall IIISTRWItiT All EX-1:01VICT
MR. SYDNEY TERRELL ERECT-I lbETECTIVES MADE IT SO HOT14G ANOTHER LARGE DIS- , THE RIVER PIRATES-TILLERY WAREHOUSE
•
Mr. en Michael Preparing to Con-











Jy'ltant.nine the drawing!. and.apecifi-
ca to see that they eussiorm its
deo. to the ideas ot the bask ofts,--
ial.:ab shown by their instructions ter
the•Orchitect.
going over the drawings and
fin a them all right, Nis. Reeve'
w:111 hen bring home with him next
weal' a copy of them so they can
be submitted to the Paducah contra•
tor4 who will figure up die probable
el ‘f of the fine structure, aml then
set in bids showing for whet they
will. erect the bonding. While the
home contractor. are figuring on the
Oar*, St. Louis and other outside
hossee bultdeis will also be Causing
over the set left at she architect'. of-.
fire there: ;
Mr. Reeves expect% the bids to be
in s t next month, when
the
wo be started at first opening
of ng Ind the structure completed
by ival of winter weather tiA last
cf s year. Inunediately of letting
the ontract the bank will select some
cc: Ily located buildithr on liroad-
via to do business in while the pres-
ent tructures at Third and Broadway
are -torn down and the new one
created.
The structure will be a .ten story.
;toile and brick edifice, with, offfeeS
on, sill the floors wtth eareention of
the. first. which veal be elp !auk of-
ficer, and counting *ionic.: The strue-
tuti will occupy -ill the ground on
• now sits the bank building, and
ng house that is ocs.riage. It being Lent, a special church 2' the " 310
dispensation was secured for the "Pied at by the _ Rouges*
event, wbkh seas one of the most at- hZ)til'S cry, and vfas 'formerly
tractive tendered recently. The us by klri Cora Williams Clark as
hospitable home was beautifully ketniellu.ery house.
decorated, while delicious refresh- Die Fast Vain-mai, being ths
Ments were indulged in Amusements st-ongest nk out of Lotaterille.
of varied nature were derived from it is but ural it will
the many engaging features prepared. cst and *mot costly horn
The host and hastess were recipi- tkity utter& tire state met
calk of many silver presents. indica-
titie et their "silver wedding."
Birthday Dance.
Messrs. James Polk, John Callahan,
Charles Seamon, machinists of the
Illinois Central' railroad. and Mr.
Al Hatch, engineer of that system,
wele born February 22, and com-
plimentary to their anniversary they
were the guests' of honor at a fine
dance tendered them last evening by
Dr. Ray Ballowe, /the Tenth aed
Broadway druggist, nnd other friends.
The ball occurred at the Red Men's
han on North Fourth street ond the
hall we: crowded with jolly dance-s
Handsome Affair.
The "Colonial Tea" at the Kentucky
avenue ..Preshyterian church - was a
hanasame affair that attracted many
to this edifice last evening, where
the - guests spent several charming
hours. The .event occurred in the
lecture room and h fme program was
rendered, while the ladies, garbed in
colonial costume, served dainty re-
freshments.
Powell-Fitzpatrick
Miss Letitia DalIam Powell and
Dr. William Wand° Fitzpatrick were
married at 8:30 o'clock; yesterday
morning at the residence of Rev.
!Father Jansen of St. Vrancis de Sales,
! and. after an informal reception a;
the home of the. bride's mother on
West Broadway the couple' left one.
hour after the nuptials for St. Louis
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Ter-
re distillery" qigt tfe Rowlandlowle
r. Sid Terrel of .the "OKI 
is ihaving constructed another large
warehouse s plant for storve
u rpbsc s. present warehiaeoe
hottla 3.000 Is of whiskey, •while
the new one. accomodate a simi-
lar ,amount, thereby making the stor-
age Capacity 6,0oo barrels. This is
the first distillery ever operated in
Paducah and its success shows the
fine 6pening for one, also the (sateen-
Ot management. '• Mr.- Terrell ex-
p 'ts to begin running. March 15 and
• throe until -the latter part of the
in, getitoo.a- big • • stool; cin:
hand. None *of the distilleries the-
e fury- OVer-opcotte longer than -
to foonths each season.
•
Build Nice Home.
Mc Ben- Michael, the pawnbroker
of Broadway :leer Second street, is
preparing -to erect a handsome resii
denEe• at Third land Jackson street.
He Boitght the corner property, will
tear gown the old house at the rear
and Move 'the two • small building
to the rear 'from the front wherd
they now stand, in order to make
zoom for the homedie will construct
a Cost of 'at:pont' $4,5oci, A rc hi ec t
rt. Schmidt getting the plans
out Po- the residence."
Dr. SiOsis':Home. -
Wyk 19 coming' on nicely, at the
handsome two-'story brink residence
A•
sideno Robert I.. Reese, of - the.
Natiefal bank rectised- word
ect staking that the plans int!
day ing from the St, Louis
ficationa arc complete for the
SKIPPED OUT
Warrant Issued Yesterday Against
Judge Beasley Alone on Gamb-
ling Charge—Other Matters.
While ...kirtheir Gregor?.. colored. is
nursing a long slash ir. right arm.
tOte police arc searching for William
Albritton, colored, who wielded tile
sharp knife 'hat laid. the flesh backme neva structure that will lie the hone „it the injured mowsd by this leading /financial solo. is- character wellon upon the site irow occupied Snoon in police circles, as he has
way. Mr. Reeves has been lie served one year in the penitentiary
v goes to Stol.sons to thorough- ge, sere at 
lig wiekl to thee effeet, and osr robbing 1,441 japes, saloon and
present building at Third arid • is-:ritriket:rhed from .Etklyeinh
,Eleventh and Burnett
•whete
, Gregory and Allioirttut got 'lute
I ttotsble last e.erong about 7 o'clock
at the negro pool room. on lower
IV mucky 'Venue between First and
Second streets, and the ex-convict
jerked out his sharp frog-sticker and
slashed Gregory across the arm, the
(Sty physician having to take several
stitches to close the gaping wound.





Too Warm for Pirates.
Detectives r Moore and Baker have
tussle it so hot for a number of the
river pirates that abotit twelve of
tIietn have sailed for greener fields
and pastores new. Depredations of
saarquolago beets
most-Tittle INW'rthC
around the city and indicationa point-
ed to a uwasher of the river rats as
ring guilty. The OffiCeS11 were grad
tally ucaving a net work of evideace
arennd them, and they firmly skipped
out, This is good news to the peo-
ple at Large, as the authorities wonicl
prefer that the colorita skip out and
thus get rid gf diem rather than have
ti always he igatosirtg them 111).,
- Charged With Non-Suppose.
. Tom Trimble; colored. surrendered
yesterday- to the police on leaning
a warrant had ben gotten out against
adm 'charging that tie failed to sap-
port his child property.
•
Drunkenness Charged.
116 )Wilt aker, a • stone cutter, was
ted • • Officees• Johnson and
jaf.oss on the charge aif being Jinn':
yesterday.
--
c the fin- Woman Struck.
• Ken- Ida Mard got a warrant yesterday
s (hogging Robert Fisher with has.' ,
her during a fight.
Warrant for Employ. -
vatiereapt was iistard'ilettarday by
Judie.C.rpes for the Mani finlike Bens-.
ley efiargang the tatter with OpC7ating
a garlabling room. Beasley was
charged Jointly in the warrant walls
Charles Slaughter in .ciatinection with
ale gambling room above Frank
jest's harbor shop on North Fourth
street, bin aose in this warrant Beac.
Icy is the sole aecused. - lie has ncit










Font jiff% ARE LOST
















repor ed., but ,seems
411 dd ih the sand
on board, clinging to tie"wr • illecerfsba°gnes.
and it is hoped it may b,e" Possible ,
to effe7t their. 'Woe .atisfolv tide.
Rotterdam Feb. 2r-1-The Rotter-
(lain mail steamer Berlin, from Eng-
land, with ninety-one 'pasamireil and
a Crew Of fifty, was-wrecked off the
Hook of Holland, at the entrance ot
the river Maas, leading to ltietterdam,
shortly before 6 o'clock this morning
and with one exception all on board
perished. A "gm* gotithwesterly,
gale was' blowing ireitqn shore and
drove the •teamer on a. sand ban*
close to the northern jetty as slat
sea,' testing to enter the BON *Ott - .
.asay. Heavy peas quickly d
two. her fore part' sinkidg'
4E
the vessel to yieFe.s, . Slig . , 11
iitely, while the doomed. passengers
and crew could be dein' for a brief
space of time clustered on the after
part. The after part Slipped off the
ledge and disappeared in the moun-
tainous waves.
Tugs and hfeboals. When Vale. .
tsemellfer promptly
thc assistatrce of the Per-fin, hitt
the Niole
heavy leas m











1 One man. an F_ri gifilernsfe. waunconscious when draggsd out of thewater and taken ashore. and lifS no'
retained consciorones, %%hen he was
carried to a NV In the. neigttbor,• , , auhood.
By 7 o'clock ie ilia inorang twenty
five nreties had afrearll been washed
aehore
-
The flerfrn wis a ̀ Itrittah ateamer.302 feet long and of 1.774 tons. The
shin was crinsmattellidsby-atpt Alitett.
and was h
Broadway Had the Whiskers Cur
-From Between Fourth and Fifth.
;Yesterday the laborers finished giv-
ing Broadway "a shave" from, Fifth
to Fourth streets, and it presents a
partly decent appearance now, hut tho
Coucensus of opinion is that much
batter could be done.
"The .shave:' consisted of cuttting
from top. of. the bricks the coating of
tasplahum that lodged. theneon while
I tima composition was. beng poured
:into the. cracks between the bricks
when they .were ?aid /1:iy the con-',
' e-actor. The workmen, took shovels
and scraped the coating from top of
the brick and now with a good sweep
ing.or two by the cleaning machines
the thoroughforo. will be in fairly
good condition, ..
old I-Lipple. property. on,. Jefferson
near - Seventhostreet.. The physician
Tls P Sights 14 ereeting oil the #ooeurootcy by late spring,
, wig have iecompleted and- ready for —seo--- 




According ro Statement of Agents of
the. Wrecked Steamer.
Rotterdam, Feb. at - The agentsof the matched steamer Berlin say
that although's•t positive re-garclino the n y believe the
vessel carried ifei /messengers and
a crew ssf -sixty officors and meta
LOSS OF STEAMER CONFIRIgritD
Among the Victims Were Nineteen
Members of a German
Opra Company.
Lc/riders Feb. 2i.'-The Great Eas-
tern Railway company officially con-
firms the loss of t e at er
with all= c cost 01
Holland. The Min carried pas-.
senoers apd ccL14.e number ofT4:. --An-*.ffO t tied are nines
toeromenabers of a German opra com-
pany, who had just concluded their
season at Covent Garden.
Arthur bilipbert, one of the King's
messengers, who was journeying tic.°
the continent also was lost.
With reference to the members of
the German opera comparts( who left
last night on the steamer Berlin.
the manager of Covent Garden said,
today:
"So far as we know these did not .
include any of the star artists. The
party was made- up of members of
the chorus returning to their homes. .
They made rtangements directly
with the railway company, so that weare not able to get an exact list of
I their mimes.
, The disaster has aroused the most











ADVANCED ON LIFE 'POLICY
DR. 3. T. REDDICK SWURED
 VERDICT FOR ii,611.ei6, THE PRIN
-
CIPAL AND INTEREST OF 
MONEY HE ADVANCED ON MR
VAUGHAN'S POLICY-o-LULA WHITE 
PLACED IN CHARGE
OF THE FRED HUNTE
rt ESTATE—CRF.DIT'ORS FOR BOTH
JOHN ROBERTS AND MAX 
MICHELSON WILL MEET ON
TUB SAME DAY TO SELIC
T THE RESPECTIVE TRUSTEES
—FISCAL COURT HOLDS ITS 
CALLED SESSION TODAY.
Dr. J. T. Reddick seas :
yesterday
in the circuit court, given 
judgment,
by judge Reed. against Sol
 C.
Vaughan, Bessie Vaughan 
Seen,
Bertic Vatighan Dabney and 
Manic
Vaughan Boone, for $1,125.go with in-
terest of $435.06, making a total 
ver-
dict for $1.6119(1 Sol C. 
Vaughan
souk out a $5,000 lrie insurance p
olicy
November go, 184 in the Mutual Re-
serve life Insurance company. 
He
and children agreed tha't if Dr. 
Red
dick would pay the premium upon 
the
poliew, ebey wotild reimburse the
phyaician to the extent of the ad-
vatirements made by Dr. 'Radicle.
who paid $1,12boo in all, the interest
on which is the $4fl5.on.
There was lodged the judgment of
Thorne.) Bodge against G. R Allen
and W. B. Kennedy.
AI deed transferring property to
Jake Biederman was filed in the suit
of Pieper. executrix, ag-aiust 'Pieper.
71.11-Hanter
Pre'd A. Monter dieriatit 'January
and the county judge ma his estate
into the bawds of Public 'Administra-
tor 'Felix G. Rudolph to be wound
sio other appearing to take charge
of tho dead mans property. Now
leita E W'Mte found lionter's will
and had is pr?fbated Wednesday.
Hunter left everything to her arrd
made her enecutrix. Now yeste0ay
she tiled a petition in the coty
engirt asking that there 'be set aside
order ca several weeks ago pat-
ting M.: estate in Rudolph', hands
so she can take Pharr' . The judge
set this esrder aside in compliance '
with her request.
Wednesday. Rudolph, as administra-
tor. filed suit in the circuit • court,
"klna the Judge tee refer/Li the 
tri.ta-
ter commursioner lie Hinter estate.
so the commissioner can take proof of
claims against the estate. and it be
settled up in that manner. The suit
being filed Wednesday. eel Rudolph
received as -administrator yesterday,
probbilities are the suit for settle-
front will have t* be ?revived in
name of Lal-falibite-as plasooff.
Meetings Pat Vogstber.
Lao acelt Max Jay Michelson filed
ADVOCATES K I LLI NG
• .1% LL WHO NEE
I N MYRA B LE S UFFE RERS
TIT14.T.
Chicago. Ft-b. 21.---h's dirisatch to
Ohs Recorcilasoald fiecm Cincinnati
say':
Anna ea this ciev. said yester-
day thet she hid written a letter of
sympathy and ocatrmesedation I) Mrs.
Lotto. Walla& of New York. under
arrest on the charge of erauderrig her
mother. .Mra. Binge.
Mi. s 11211 is the daughter of the
Arctic .exploree, Professor Charles
}hall, who lost hie life in an expedi-
tUm mer.y years -ago. Ike is Witle-ly
knowu as an advocate of -relierieg the
suffering of the incurably sick or in-
jured through aaministering a pain-
less bet death-dealing potion, haring
introduced a biH at) that of ffec. it the
I the. legislature.
-I know just how Mrs. tWallau telt
and suffered watching the agony of
tee beloved mother." said -Miss
"I passed through that terrible ordeal
'six years ago. If I couska only have
obtained an -anaesthetic I Should have
administi red it to my ihrh mothcr
myself.
"On ins knee, I begged the doctor
to give me a tletn.: that woeld end iny
mother's angthsh, offering tri sign any ,
and 411 papers .-xonet attar. While re-1
iesreie in.. lie aid no Ossify wae
right. oely it we, taxesa vans anesal
'the
"Gladly wouill I have suffered the
extreme penalty for this proof .of my
love, even going to the death chair.
I wile's% I could have Ilene foe my
another uhat Mrs Vs'allan is sod to
have done for he*'. I should .have
been thankful for the arrest and
sprosecution for it miet have led
esthers to see how humanitarian my
theory really issl. Aod had I beets ar-
rested for murder I shold have per-
mitted iso lawyer to speak in niy
fense. Death for auels a mous -would
/have been glorious."
•••••••-•-v.••••r••••••••••••••••••
EACH SIXTH PUPIL A
'Teachers i- a Nebraska City Have a
Confusing Time..
Central City, Neb.. Feb. 2t.—ln the
hirst ward school of this city there
are no plonk. Included in this num-
ber are five pairs of twiiia, or one-
sixth of the entire enrollment. Stith
a large supply of twins has caused
•lhe teachers to make many amusing
mistakes, as it is hard enough to keep
one pair of them properly placed.
Recently they called on the photog-
rapher and had a group pictur,e taken.
a petition in bankruptcy, and Referee
Bagby of the bankrupt court, se.
March 3 as the time for the creditor
of this bankrupt to meet for purpos.
of electing the trustee to take chart 
of Mkhellion's property while the
estate is being wound up. John R
Roberts, the Broadway dry good
merchsnt who failed, was forced int
bankruptcy by his creditors, and II,
referee had set February 28 as th.
time for 'his creditors to meet to L13111,
the trustee for this estate. Now a
some Louisville lawyers represen
creditors of both Michelson an
Roberts, and would like for the tw
trustees to be chosen the same date
therefore obviztv the necessity 0
the Louisville attorneys making tw
trips here, Referee Bagby yesterda
changed the Roberts date to Marc'
2, which is the time for Michelson'
creditors to meet, and both _matter
can be taken up at this time.
Illeed Court Today.
This 'wetting the fiscal court met"
to settle with Sheriff John Ogibei
for the tqo6 taxes he has collected
the county government. The court
also takes up the question of sill,
"sitting to a vote of the people, the
sonesition of floating St000no bond
the money to be spent building new
county roofs.
Prooarty Trenefertiod.
Land lyhtg on thy Metropolis and
LoYetheseeille road in the county. Is-
heen sold to laarnett Hill by Gertrude
Chiles for itoo and the deed filed
'or record
Henry liazotte 'has sold to P. S.
Ratcliff for $50 property on Maple'
avenue in the Maplewood Terrase
addition opposite Rowfandtown.
For $Soo J. W. Troutman sold land
in the county to E. E. Heath.
W. U. Campbell sold to F. A. Elrod!
cor $aco laid in thc county.
Katie White sold to T. If. Bridges
for Si and other considerations, prop
erty on Harahan boulevard.
Marriage Licenses
The clerk has issued marriage li-
onises to Ben Floyd and Laura
Lynn; W. T. Glayear and Lou 'Cook.
ROT ACT OF GOD
Judge Decides When Lightning l#M.
lows Wire It's "Fault of Company.
Judgment of the Lee circuit court
at Franklort in A damage action of
Lewis Evans against the Eastern
Kentucky Telephone and Telegraph
company, in which the trial judge
gave peremptory instructions to the
inry to find for the defendant com-
pany, was reversed by the court o'
appeals recently. and the case re-
manded for trial before a jury. Judge
Hobson delivered the opinion of the
court
The action is an -unusual one, the
plaintiff seeking to -recover for dam-
age to hie residence caused by light-
ning striking a tree in the yard and
passing aloft' telephone wires to the
house He had discontinued &fetid-
ant company and it had taken out the
telephone box hut failed to remove
the wites from the house. In revers-.
ng the judgment entered below the
Mutt 'here says in part:
"While lightning is the act of God.
the tarrying of lightning in the plain-
tiff's house .an the wires of the com-
pany was the act of the defendant.
and it was a question for the jurylag
decide whether the defendant had
used such tare us might be reason-
ably expected of a person of ordinary
prudence under the circumstances."
KNOCKS OUT Two NEGROES.'
14opkinsville Councilman Something
of a Scesioner.
Hopkins% Ky., Feb. al.—Single-
'sanded and unarmed Councilman E.
H. Armstrong yesterday afternoon
knocked out two burly negroes, who
had entered his home and stolen sev-
eral articles of clothing, lie was in
the bueiness section when 'he received
a telephone message that his home
had been robbed, and sending an offi-
-er in a different direction he himself
TWIN., followed directly after the thieves
Coming lip with them near the out-
skirts of the city he ordered them to
surrender the clothing, which they
were carrying on their arms, and
come uith him. One of the negroes
drew a big knife and with an oath re-
fused. Councilman Armstrong then
made at them and striking the first
one a heavy thlo* with his fist put
him out of bueiness on the start. He
then stooped and picked) up a large
stone and hit the other one in the
head, knocking him down, and then
beat him with a stick until lie was
limp and almost unconscious. When
the negroes had recovered somewhat
Mr. Armstrong marched them both to
the lock-up. In the entire melee the
douieisty votmeilmnn not receive a
ace.pers 411t1 .!te like are non in use scrotal. •
Agricultural schools have been es-
tabliehed at several places in Siberia.
anit,a certain number of steam plows.
POLICE BILL
LITICATIOF
SENATE ACTS FAVORABLY ON
SENATOR LEE'S JUG BILL,
One of the Most Drastic Measures
Now Before the Arlosmas
Legislature.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. at.—Senator'
Lee's bill, prohibiting the soliciting la`
Tders for intoxicants in any prohibi-
tion county aild making the accept
ance of an order prima facie-evidence
of its having been solicited, was
aassed by the senate. Another liquor
'iill, se-mate bill 302. by Senator Ed
nondson, prohibiting the sale of in
toxicants within six miles of the cour
Souse in Stone county, was als.
passed.
The Lee bill is one of the inos
drastic on the subject that 'has eve•
nassed the senate, and, it is believed
yin be indorsed by the house by •
'arge majority. It will put an end
to the jug trade in the prohibitior
iistricts where such trade is supplied
`.y liquot dealers in Arkansas. The
'all is as follows-.
"Section 1. It shall be unlawful for
-ny liquor dealer, firm or corporation
•ngaged in the sale of intoakatim.
;quors in this state to in any man
et, through agents, circulars, posters
r newspaper advertisement, solid-
rders fot such sales of intosticatine
•:atiors in any terraory of this state
ao-rein it wonld he unlawful to gran'
- license to make such sales.
"Sec. 2 The presence of any sut-
'etior dealer, firm or corporation
-broach agents or otherwise, in such
enhibition territory, soliciting or re-
eeiving orders from any person Mete-
.-1, shall constitute a violation of this
let, and on conviction thereof shall
te fined not less than taiso nor more
1 rietratio.i being convicted hereunder
ban Sox) for each such s offense.
"See. 3. in case of a firm or eor-
'lei member of said firm or (-neon-z-
oo., and tile asrent acting thereunder
shall be deemed guilty of violating




SOLICITOR WILL GET AWAY
NEXT WEEK FOR FRANK-
FORT.
The Attorneys for the Republicans
iiave Bean Using the Recards
in the Case.
111mIleamalr
The c;ty solicitor believes he will
be able to leave tor Frank sr . next
week to lodge before the appellate
court the ex parte suit wherein a legal
test is being given the state bill com-
pelling second-class municipalities to
employ not less than thirty patrolmen
on the police department.
"The solicitor had the records in tht
Litigation copied two weeks ago by
Circuit Clerk Maier and loaned them
to the lawyers engaged by the (out
republican aldermen who are trymit
to get the police bill construed as
illegal in the coons, but have NO
succeeded thus far. judge Reed de
ciding in the Paducah circuit court it
was valid. The solicitor let the re
publieaas' lawyers have the records
so the latter could prepare their brief,
they having been engaged to go to
Frankfort to fight the bill
As soon as these lawyers get
through with the papers the solicitor
will finish his brief and other sleets
rttents and go to the state capital to
present the case before the appellate
bench. He thinks this will be some
'lane next week. He could have gone
last week if the other attorneys had
not wanted the records for guidance




Prof. Sterling Assures Womankind
That it is Much More Effective
Than Tears.
Prof. Sterling has aroused some
criticism in staid society by glorify-
ing "the art of winking" in a lecture
on "Eyes" at the London Institution.
"It require'" he asys "veritable
education to wink, although bl.nking
GIVES Sasonoo TO is very simple. The effectiveness QL
TO SHIELD POOR GIRLS, fine eyes can be immeasurably e
n-
- eianced by a really artieve and ex-
Cincinnati Banker Provides a Fend Prellive `sink- Half the beauty of
for Their Protection in Memory Spanish women's eyes lies in their
of Daughter. peculiar gift of half closing them, con-
veying at will, by fine gradations of
Cincinnati, Feb. 21. —Before J. G.
Schmidlapp, president of the Union
Trust company, left for Panama this
morning with the Commercial clubs
of Cincinnati. Chicago and St. Louis,
he announced a gift of *meow its se-
curities for the benefit of young wo-
men of the United States. This fund
is for the purpose of establishing a
memorial to 'his daughter Charlotte,
who seas killed last summer in a col-
lision while touring with her father in
en automobile through France.
This income will be distributed
through. the Union Trust COrtipany,
which will act without compensation
and which will have the benefit of the
advice of a committee of seven, five
of whom shall be named annually by
the board of directors of the Union
Trust company, the other two mem-
bers being the mayor of Cincinnati I
and the president of the University of
Cincinnati.
The purpose of the trust will be
limited only by the judgment of the
advisory board, and it is designed
that it :hall be used for the fitting of
young uoinen for duties of woman-
hood.
The income may be devoted to pur-
poses of protection or of education.
to establish young women in life and
reneve them from "diaease. auffeting
and constraint."
This fund is Nix. Selimidlapp's third
public monument in memory of deced
ent members of his family. The an-
nex to the art museum is in memory
ot Ilia daughter, Emma and the dor-
mitory of the College of Music
erected in memory of his wife. Mrs.
Schmidfaip and the daughter Emmi
were titled in a railroad wreck
REVERSED CASE
LIKE 'THAW TRIAL,
Court of Appeals Sends James Shipp's
Case -Back for a New Trial.
Frankfort, Ky, Feb. at —The court
of appeals, by Judge Nunn, reversed
the Taylor circuit court in James A
Shipp vs. the commonwealth. Shipp
was given a life sentence for killing
Joseph A. Smith, on the streets of
Campbellsville, December r, loos.
The questions are identical in some
respects with those involved in the
Thaw case in New York. Mrs. Shipp
confessed to her husband that Smith
had been intimate with her. On
meeting Smith, Shipp shot him dead
an the streets.
The lower court ruled that this con-
fession to her husband was not com-
petent. This court directs its consid-
eration in a new trial and says ques-
tions as to a wom.an's character are
incompetent: the fact that she con-
fessed irt her 1sus.lxin,1 presuming her
a ^ood woman.
The i.cart tidlery oi Ceylon, lea•(
by the British government, Involved
an exnenditure of only $73,3110
nith a net profit of 2, c-0%
the same act, either languorous love,
fascinating invitation or withering
fur). Without their hereditary genius
for utilizing their eyelids Spanish
vinenen would lose half their charm -
It is a sixth sense to them.
"Our ancestresses relied upon tears
in variona sentimental emergencies,
but it didn't catch on, and now wo-
men cry as rarely as men. If they
devoted some of their time to the
management of their eyelids that they
waste on the Swedish drill and strum-
ming the piano they would be far bet-
ter emplored for their matrimonial
prospect s "
LEN SMALL. IN BIG
REVIVAL CONVERTED
BY "BILLY" SUNDAY
Former State Treasurer and Other
Prominent Men Accept Chris-
tianity Under Ballplayer
Evangelist.
Kankakee, III., Feb. et —The Rev.
William A. Sunday, of Chicago, the
baseball evangelist, closed a remark-
able cries ai evangelistic meetings
in this city last night, during which
Vise persons accepted christianity.
Among the number were former State
Treasurer Len Small, States Attorney
J. Bert Miller, president of the States
Attorneys' association of Ilinois, the
chairman of the county board of su-
txreisore, a city aledrman the wor-
shipful master of the Masonic lodge,
the venerable consul of the Woodmen
lodge, prominent attorneys, doctors,
dentists, merchants, editors, reporters
farmers, the manager of the largest
factory and the superintendent of the
Ilinois and Eastern Hospital Farm.
' Six thousand and thirty-five dollars
was raised for Mr. Sunday on Sunday
and on Monday Sto.aoo was sub-
scribed toward a Y. M. C. A. fund.
Forty-five hundred dollars was previ-
ously rubscribed to build a tabernacle.
The converts, it is thought, will exer-




Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay.
fluent Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Pr;ee List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.




Friday, Feb. 22, the Day After
We will add joy to the day, by giving you some good 
things to
wear, at prices that will make you happy. Not only do we
 claim to
surprise you in the way of bar-‘aum, but you will be equally s
ur-
prised upon a visit to find so many new and pretty things bei
ng
shown. It's really a treat to see such new and pretty thing. in
waists, both silk, lawn and net. New Belts, New Coma& New
Bags. New Gloves. New Trimmings of all descriptions Pay a visit
to OGILVIE'S and be happy.
Damask, Napkies, Glasgow Lbws,
Gisghams and Damask
5 pieces 66 inch illaretrtsed table Damask, the regular grade, will
be sold Friday and Saturday, per yard .
s pieces 63 inch Mercerised Table Damask, the reguak sos grabs.
will be sold Friday and Saturday for per yard 39*
Napkies
Napkins to rewash the Damask in beautiful patens, extra else, •
regular Scoo grade, Fridley and Saturday per 41/1111111 $139
3640. Calliqp11U111111
ss p•Petal 36 inch Ossesitse Oiaagow• Lima, slightly insparfhet our
regular isc grade, Friday and Sesarday. per yard 10*
Geasiams
z case of extra arse quality Apron Cliaglimma. This Giagham is well
womb it per yard, but we have aseired to sembe a run on it, at per
yard, Friday aid umk.  fle
case. New Oingbense slaps sod dream, an mere geed ilibey,
at same old price par yard  IfiVet
Frew* Clogbass
Extra quality Pine French 01 hirtaarns in new plaids.
and black and whoe, exceptional quality, per yard .
AB UN=
, pieces 36 inch AU linens for aresaes, a grade that la cheap at soc
per yard. Friday and Saturtiey  313(
Many other bargains. These a re only a few. Remember Its Priday
and Saturday and at Ogilvie&
tabroidary
sem yards of Embroidery in Swiss Lawn and Nainaook. All neat
match patterns. Never before ham such a quality of real desirable
Embroidery been sacrificed at such a price. These goods are
worth now from i5c to 3oc yar .1. but FrIday and Saturday for
choice. only 10e
Stt 4TH STItILItT WINDOW DISPLAY
fancy Oset
35e
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Th 'NOS"
Tie Psalm Miskolc Dios led Quarters Me tio Men
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER MKT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH VS WITH











Ms First The. Ther Pictures Have Ever
Ben Published. FREE
The nver,ing rcyt him for Fiev.nk] •-par• Aeserred to secure pfchnre. ,st all Irenteekvnore-rnora slid Mut at la.t succeeded lu see ,rina them tlimagn the asc..tsace nt Lae Ken-
tucky butt: IliSturical-tioccty. •
in order to pace itie,se pictures In t permanent foray they have been arranged in acroup its an tep•te•feie Ade. sh,-”a ing. Kenitickv with the Imece cream". whirrs ofall the presidents of the Llitited States. kuteri mart Maga of all nations. MAITIP:hil) 507Tte..•statistical data, history of the Stuams-Japoon War. &so tate maps of the Unite%) Pan-ama Canal, Eastern and Werterts lietnisphere, rt-ports of the Last thlwe national censusand ruta.h (Aber historical! inforcnallon. 4
emolqape mood veluable Atlas Is F1,11111e AU. g veimpozi pose SWI1CRI118115.tt net DOW a .1061/Criber send $,1 on forst:en yews sobaristptiOn by mail tr IT1 Cal Or itsmouths. subscription. Crlderstaati that there rates nrc hy r.mSiI onlystml th..it Use ittib.seript4uo t. rice by carrier or agent is ',poems per week.
The Pre ninx Post publishes ale or more editions dn ily n the latest edition sent to
each reader according -to the time that it will reach them.
The Peening post. Si Gra' 'in rverythIng and bus the roost State new* and heatmarket r.-porta.
For all the people and againc en, 1—after
Independent always.
Vo. the Hoare.















Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special Remedies
nri-G-707:1 aitILITSTIEOP, a cure when others?aD,tand SLEW'S STOMACH TABL1Vitrdse cure for huBo1bcóifóiióUIWSb-
sPi"--r-'— oodilli41ru-.—;1.--- —Act
WHICH AR.E DISPENSED UPONI AWOL Tit GUARANTEE WHEILEVER SOLD
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
RIDERS NOW NEARING
THE STARTING—Flap
THE DROP OF THE FLAG SUNDAY SHOWS THAT SEVERAL I
PROMINENT MEN ENTER THE RACE POR MAYOR, AND
POLITICS WILL THEN BEGIN WARMING UP ON ALL SIDES
--CHAIRMAN BERRY WILL THE FIRST OF NEXT WEEK ,
SELECT THE SUB-COMMITTEE OF FIVE TO ARANGE FOR
THE crrY PRIMARY OF MAY s--THE THIRD DISTRICT ,
cosnirriaz TODAY AT ZDDYVILLE DECLARES CONN
LINK THE PARTY NOMINEE.
',today morniiig'.: Register will con-
to definite announcements regarding
three kading business men of this
•ity who are being mentioned widely
it connection with the democratic
nomination for mayor, and publics-
!ion of what is coming will set at
mat the speculatioa as to whether
they will be aspirants for the office.
The trio are Charles Reed, Lucien
Iyurrett and Dick Davis.
Mt. Reed yesterday said The Reg
,.ter cculd tate he would make his
ormal announcement Sunday, he his -
ail' determined to enter, but is a)
oissy now he ha not had time to
,nake i.trt hi a announcament Mr.
rtertett stated he would announce
Sunday and get in the race also, iu
.cetuiescing to the demand of his
oisstituent from all sides Mr. Davis
*ill have in Sunday either his formal
-nnouncement for the norainatioti, or
is sitclination. His private interests
vogue his time very minc'h, but his
friend hare brought great pressure to
osar. and he is the only one of the
three isho is yet undecided. Both the
other gentlemen have large private
iaterests also, but the urging of their
friends has prevailed, and they will
he candidates. It is believed, though,
'Nat gr. Divis' friends will not eon-
-eat for him to decline.
VI are strong men, have held im-
portant public offices in the past, and
. three-cornered contest between
them for the mayoralty mill make an
intereeting and spirited Rght With
their annouileetniats politics will be-
gin gifting adarm. as everything has
beeu quiet and enthusiasm held in
abeyahce until the seal "riders" in
the campaign get up before the pep-
pie. It will the nhe a hot fight on.
tit date of the primary.
Attorney Frank Lucas' friend: are
'ringing such pressure in bear on
aim to run for city attorney that it
is believed his announcement can be
forecasted for Sunday
01•410•011410111111*•411110111•IMSHNIMP0a
• EXERCISE NECESSARY •
• FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN •
•
**4101106•••404111416•111106/441***1111
It)- John M. Tyler. Professor of
Biology. Amherst College.)
Two eitsses of children in our pub-
lic schools demand special attention
• today. First, the children of the bitai-
mils and professional classes. Second.
;the brighter and more ambitious chil-
dren of every class. Both these classes
sill probably enter into business or
professional life. A sound and vigor-
ous body and tough nervous system
ate absolutely essential to !heir mic-
elle
Muscular exercise and fresh air arc
necessary to the child to promote
growth and development of all the
vital organs, the brain included. If.
lit motor centers are not well dc-
eloped. the adult becomes an un-
practical dreamer ever, as President
Walker hat said. "standing shivering
on the brink of action," always plan-
noping, or criticising, never
‘-reatini or realizing. The motor ten -
!era must be developed early, if at ail.
The sensory and motor centers de•
-crve mid need more time and train-
ing for their full development. The
liest hygiene exercise for the child,
that which will best promote the
growth of all the vital organs, is the
one which calls into play the largest
Maas of muscular tissues. Such ex-
ercises are running and climbing and
others which use the muscles of the
trunk, legs, and shoulders, and which
characterize the natural, spontaneous
plays oi children. The play instinct
is only the expression of a craving
for exercise of organs which abso-
lutely require that exercise for their
further growth and development.
Such an instinct deserves our respect,
and should be gratified in our system
of education. Furthermore, good
physiologists tell us that the centers
controlling the action of the heavy
muscles of the trunk and legs are pre-
cisely those which resist nervous
tsrostration and weakness, and that
they must be exercised at all cost in
the children of nervous parents. The
child's play is fortifying him against
the dangers of adult lift.
True social life apparently begins
;n the primary and intermediate
'grades. Here boys and girls, with
stitch friction and squabbling, learn
Arrangements Committee.
Chairman W. A. Berry, of the city I
democratic committee, yesterday said
he veould select his arrangements
committee the first of next week, so
that sub-body could prepare for the
coming primary. May 2, andoshortly
have everything in shape. He was
authorized by the entire committee
to name this sob-committee to handle
affairs, and the first thing the five
will do will be to figure out what
the cost will amount to to hold the
election. In -arriving at this they o
consider the expense of having font
officers at each of the eighteen pre-
cincts hi the city to conduct .the
primary, these officers each getting'
$3 for the 'day's work. Theo comes
she cost of renting buildings in which I
the voting booths can be maintained,'
purchase of the stamps and ink pads.1
the regular ballots, the educational
ballots, and oche moml outfit needed. ,
Then the committee considers the
salary of each office for which every
candidate aspires. Every one aspir-
ing to a high salaried office is charged
a high fee to enter the primary, while I
the entrance fee is then graduated!
don n according to thc office salaries.:
The combined entrance fees defray
the expenses of thc primary, and are!
paid into the committee's hands for
this purpose. This sub-committee
also decides on what date the entries I
will be closed. This imgencrally three i
weeks before the primary, as it takes I
the three weeks to print the ballots;
and make other preparations. The
entrance fees will probably be about '
the sime as they were last year
Senatorial Committee.
Chairman James Coleman. oi tbe
thkd state senatorial district demo- .
cratic committee, arrived yesterday
from Murray and this morning goes
on up to Eddyville where the dia-
triet committee assembles today and
declares State Senator Coun Linn ofthat district at she democratic
nominee. Mr. Linn being the onlyone entering. he gets the nomination.
to adjust thcniselaca to their sur-
roundings. Theifirmeat and most en-
during friendships are made early.This part of- education, whose field isthe playground rather than the desk.needs special emphasis in our day ofsmall families. -






And while they rant
And saw the air.
The ;Jurors see






Stand tap and sic i's?.
T:iejurors see
Your fluffy hair;
The judge may scowl
And snort and frown.
The jury only
Sees your gown
That clasps your youtlifil'
Figure slim;
Thaw sits there, but
They don't see bilis
l'ens are the whole
Entrancing show
And—as he's yours-
They'll let him go
—Judd Moetimer Lcais, in Conulier-
eta' Appeal.
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAIL
Provided for By Fiscal Court a%
Louisville .
Louisville, Feb. 211.-1hr 11C2; cot555
this morning unanimously voted a
levy of 3-4 cent on the jtou valuation
for the !uherculosis hospital. making
the total levy 32 cents. Magistrate
Ea, Meglemry wanted to have action
deferr24 for a week, saying that the
levy would be insufficient, and that
they should wait until the hospital au-
thorities had time to present their
ease, hut Magistrate Hoffman and the
four other country magistrates held
together and voted the proposition
down. Hoffman argued that they
should not allow the tabecculosia so-
ciety to present its case, at they
would be asking for something al-
ready given.
During the course of the discussion
there was a heated argument between
County Attorney R. W. Bingham and
Magistrate FA O'Connor, in which
O'Connor said that Bingham was last
week against the levy, saying that it
was illegal, and that this week he had
veered around and said it wat all
right.
Bingham replied that he had said
last week that he feared i4 was illegal
but th:d since then he had looked the
matter ito and found that it was all
right. The. tray nil! net Si 2,000 for
the hospital
A petition of the Louisville and
Eastern railroad, asking a franchise
and oght to cross a numbel• of coun-
try roads. wac referred to several
I committees, with power to act in each
!district. According to the plant, it
. will parallel the Shelbyville pike for a
; distance of 2,500 Or 3.000 feet, the
nuttiest single distance being limo
FOR BACHELORS
WHO WON'T
MISSOURI SALON WOULD IM-
POSE TAX ON "SINGLE
BLESSEDNESS."
Must Make $20 a Week—Those Who
Cannot Support a Wife Are
Not Affected.
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 21 . —Sen-
ator Thomas E. Kinney, of St. Louis,
today introduced a bill which aims to,
put a tax on "single blessedness." If
this bill were enforced it is believed
that it would cause more marriages
and do away with the tendency to-
ward race suicide. In part the bill
reads:
"Be it enacted by the General As-
sembly, of the State. of Missouri as
follows:
"Section I.—That in order to pre-
serve and prqpegate the human
specks in the state of Missouri there
i is hereby imposed on all single per-
i sons over the age of twenty-five, who
tare not exempt by reason of physical
or financial disability, a tax of $to a
year, to be known as the 'bachelors'
land spinsters' annual poll tax
Creates New Me.
"Sec. 2. --There is herd)) created
the office of state matrimonial corro
missioner, with sgenary power to en-
force the provisions of the preceding
atetion, subject to the following limi-
tations:
"i. The state matrimonial commis-.A
sinner is empowered to appoint six,
deputies, composed of three front each
sex, who immediately after their as-
sumption of office shall prepare and
complete a list of all the unmarried
men and women of this state.
" 2 . Following the compilation of
such statistical information as re-
quired in preceding section. said mat-
rimonial commissioner shall ascertain
Inames and addresaes of each person
falling within the provisions of this
act and shall enforce the collection of
the assessment herein levied through
the assessors of the various counties
of the tate and of the city of St. Louis
Most Make Sso a Week.
",t. Physical disability shall consti-
, lute exemption from the tax in all
.caites. but no such exemption Aril
be granted save on the certificate of a
regularly licensed physician. Not
shall this act apply to males with an
income of less than Sao a week.
"Section 6. Any person who shall
wilfully misrepresent his or her rea-
son for not rnarryhng or shall evade
the tax herein levied by such mis-
representation shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall he subject to a finetraining of all kinds throughout the feet near the Fight-Mile loose of not less than $to nor more thantichool course. The teachers in our $too and imprisonment in the countypigls scli4o1 It should be allowed time 1 jail for not less than ten nor moreand freedom for moral and religious 
ALLEGED OWNERS than thirty days, or both such fine andeducation, for development oi the 
(IF MOUNTAIN COAL imprisonment."pupil's tastes, interests and ideals, for AND TIMBER LANDScharacter-building, as well as for in- , Deviatotruction and intellectual 
e Will They Soon Swoop 
Dr. James I'. Haney: "We have
Such .; system will produce graduates ' 
Down on Property. 
taught many things and taught them
of far greater power and efficiency, 
well, bet we have been so strict and
dogmatic and cold that our teachingles: Boston. Mass.. Feb.21 . —The has been disassociated from the love
of more real knowledge and of no 
learning . gator% of a legal fight for a vast tract!for humanity. Social education meansof land in Southern Kentucky valued'. that every child from the elementaryat hundreds of thousands of dollars}
a schools shall go out with conscious-re organizing in this city and are ness of idtity to others."soon to advance upon the southern 
country in an endeavor to gain pos-
,
session of their alleged, property. In • GET THE innthe event of winning the fight more
than a thousand people who now hold
'homesteads on the track will be af-
fected, besides the operators of two
valuable coal mines.
The Sandy River Coal and Luis-
ber company is now being organized
to which a deed of the property will
be given, and as a company, the di-
rectors will pursue the fight to the
bitter end.
The tract of land is twelve miles
deep with a four mile frontage on the
Big Sandy river, beginning near the
outskirts of Paintsville and extending
north to Ward City.
Petulant "Rabe Bailey.
These repeated explosions of wrathon the part of Senator Bailey are be-coming very exasperating, and peopleare beginning to ask themselves if the
gentleman from Texas had not betterstop and take an inventory of him-self.
He steins t6 be almost as cholcskand hasty as in the earlier years whenhe was familiarly known as "babe,"and there is something very like the"baby act" in the petulance and abusewith which he greets the various de-velopments in the present examina-tion of which he is subject.
It will be remembered that he wasone of the principals in a very dis-
graceful scene on the floor of thesenate, some litt4e time ago, with Sen-ator Beveridge as the party of thesecond part, and whatever may Italiebeen the merits of dile quarrel, thefloor of the,upper house—usually re-ferred to as the "most august deliber-ative body on earth"—was hardly theproper place for such an exhibition oftemper.
Now, Senator Bailey, guilty or in-
nocent of the charges which have
been brought against him, might as
well face the fact that he at least has
been guilty of the sin of Old Dog
Tray. }re was in very-bad company
when 'he was riding around the coun-
try- with H. Clay Pierce, of the
Waters-Pierce Oil company, and in
the spirit of good fellowahip, borrow
ing money • from that gentleman .at
the very time when the oil trust, of
which Pierre was a leading light, was
seeking to get into the good graces of
Texass•-.1 tlanta' Jottrnal.
DOSE OF CARBOLIC ACID
WAS TAKEN BY MISTAKE
Adams Express Company Employe at
Ashland is Dead.
VAIONIE..11
Ashland, Ky., Feb. 2.—Jules Duty,
an employe of the Adams Express
eordpany,. is dead from an overdose
of carbblic acid, taken accidentally.
Young Duty had several teeth pulled
and his gums were giving him severe
pain, for the relief of which he used
a weak solution of carbolic acid as a
mouth wash, and accidentally swal-
lowed tl.e deadly liquid. He was a2
years of age, and wmo an exemplary
young man.
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• Recently Enlarged •
WrTH25,000 New Words
NOW easettaer of lbw World
vitas mere thigturafant: titles, booed on tholazed mons
Piesrlilographical Dictionary
upetalisthe the lames or over JO,CIO1nettelt.pence" date ottiirth, dough, eta.
sae= IValtiteilaavier of Education.
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Abram L. Wed &
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CAMPBUL BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, Just cot ipleted, front porch with large colunan, back porch landed in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large BedRoom, Dining Room. Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, OneKitchen Pantry. Porcelain Kitch.en Sink and Water Located onlo 4sx160 feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE Et MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATZD.
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SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
ZRY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D.IIFITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K . C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent Jor_WANNAMAKER &
nROWN, orPhilidelphia, MADE—TO ORDER CUITillir
Healthy Bath Rooms
.5
E. D. HANNAN. -
Both Phones rot
Good plumbing nissuis :
good beahlt and this com-
bined v.ith modern uri:ary
fixtures helps to kmp the doctEx out
of' your house. "Pagalgor Poterjain
Enameled plumbing fix-spree Make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary mad
have a beguty all their own.
If you intend making bstb room im-
provements, let us show you gar:Irks ot
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attension no '
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Frbitillireritigg. February es, rim.
Senator 13ailey received $5 000 for
0ra4iqg .Tuta a. anortgage for an oil
c°rnPaffY tan. Toga* Better lawyers
than Bliley perform that class of
nr (he 'tett'
' ar•D • !t•
• 1. . •
After four years of turmoil-Serra-tor
Smote' of ;Utah retains his seat in
ihe senate. .While we have . never
been Ac..S•firte .yet be is about as
good fpr the plait: he holds as many
of hie colleagues.
Sebenaikyseeks ago President Roosts-
clt announced that he would appoint
r neerti as surveyor of cestotus at
fi.einnati, but the remonstrances
from the Ohio republicans were lei
strong tint else president has changed
his inlaid and the dispotches state
that the republicans In Ohio are
elucli pleased over the situation. The
ltepublicaue lay much stress on being
:a friend of the negro, but it generally
turns out that their love for the
Uarkey brother is only for his vote,
and that they are "touch pie:lice
whcis the resident changes ins uaind
about appointing a negeo. The .re-
eublicans only use the negro for vot-
ing purple/tee ,
011te--iferneo is I/avidly coming is
the front US 'co.11.11101. He scored a
e,int ifi .eptich Wednesday de-
nouncing the •ettit041 is4vPlacing• the
aeoPie's sounry cpt deposit Ira-national
banks wird*** rsittreirt, and thereby
but with the use of ordinary postage
stamps for the purpose the receiving
office can report the character of
tamps used' and the deparouent 4c-
duct the amount from the ordinary
rostagc sales and credit to the spec-
ial delivery account. When
posed law goes into elect it




While the gambling and whiskey
element may draw a lesson from the
results: of the recent eltrtions at
Birmingham, the reform forces may
aka-. find a lesson in the results at
Philadelphia in which the reform
ticket was defeated because of men
on it who were too weak to corn-
body with theories and hypothests, puT sTop
likely as not the jury will bolt off on
some side issue and determine Thaw's
guilt or innocence upon whether or




t hicag,). Feb. at.—Governoe 1.
Frank Hanly of Indiana is expected
to supply the sinews of war by which
the battle against the Chicago gamb-
ling trust, begun by the Citizens' as-
sociation, will be continued. He has
,iedered an investigation of the opera-
tions of the steamer City of Traverse
I
by the Lake county authorities, and
the informat;.on obtained by him may
I be .stibmittod to the federal,vvurn-
ment.
United States District Attorney
niand the confidence of the masses.,
The average American voter' is a
man of discernment. In speaking of
the Philadelphia election the Nash-
ille says:
'Plitladelphia has elected a republi-
can mayor by a large majority over
the nominee of the city reform party.
liris is not a, surprising result, as
Pli•ladelphia is strongly republican,
and as the reform movement whieh
swept the republican mushier out of
power in *he, election of Mayor.
Weaver, 'had, mainly because of,
Weaver's 'weakness and oracilletione
lost greatly in favor and strength,
Weave Wile Dever a real reform
leader. He became an alleged se-
former because ate was so circurn-
staacodAs could take advantage Of a
popular sentiment The reform move-
ment, ihowevria had the effect of
causing a reorganization of the re-
publicans; under ostensibly better aus-
pice. than the old organization and
iftestiree's• inability to prove himself
equal to a great opportunity tended
ta disaatisiaction in the reform ranks
and a consequent weakening of the




.kttorney Delmas, the Californian,
is reading the New York bar quits a
lesson in the value of straightforward
simplicity in the conduct of a law
case.. The Californian reasons that
human nature is about the same in
jurymen, whether they arc raised in
the West or raised in the East, and
that a defense con in • g in behalf
of the defendant of ordinary means
is equally puissant where a multi-
millionaire is the defendant, lie sees
no sound reason for confusing an
issue that appears simple not only
in.hi,s eyes but in the ,sIght of most
meta PIe ribjeets 'to . the no/antes
and' the frilli• and the ruffles, which
are not only costly addenda, but by
reaSbn of the flimsy material out of
ohich they are constructed give,
opportunity for a spectacular tear-
ing-down process by the prosecu-
tion.
nabling the hanks to loan tb the ' The New York alienist !teems Ito
pectok the pubac's nuoney at 'keen he i• different sort of bird from 
the
rahl-time expert testimony vsitness
arves 0 ten per cent interest. Mtr: He seems permitted to take acts and
lame; it the best teyreeentatiVr Avordii•nad construct some towering
eistriet bas had fee ten years- past Itlicoc, or other Which is launched at
and is found at all times on the sicl.0 a 4wQ"dering and bewildered jury.
.peoille, which is in shisichig Like as not the one alienist fas-orsoi the
tone 501001 of architecture in theory
°out:1st to shysters who break igto buildiagawhiled second is prejudiced
coagress,..by accident and then spend in favor c4f apotlier and a different
their time rhete truck/not to the tor- school„ Consider, between the two,
'how a states attorney can scratch
p"-ate inioreste, ea as to trate a
place rtit land Atm the people dis-
4-4 14 • 'cover err sustake In *ending such
A naracters to congress.
The chief of police and mayor of
Eirmhate, Aki., hove served notice
sri the gamblers and saloon element
that no more ,gambling goes in that
city. At the eteeet election the
gambleve and their crowd a.tempted
to eleti- Certain -candidates and they
aver* defeated, ard now the lewless
arc •d Sqin bay°. ,00 walk in t he
'straight end natrow path. The re-
sult of that election should be a lesa
,toi...tren the ergs .elaiewherei. t the,
petiole Of dills cougirry are ,temee oaar7
atiesdar about for Fielboin they. vote
'than they have been in the past.
.iii.iiatlise._.-0601.eliteast is time eiitoree-
merst :of 'the lw4,d noes!. but eih,*
can be.,Sleivended • woos to z-nfoorp•
laws
n).. _ 
relit ' •• • • se
The _bower 'house of congress-in
passing a hill authorizing•opesitilede•
livery of letters bearing tettIcefittoi
ordinary stairips in extee. Of those 'to
cover. regular postage rates.' is but
enacting a law that should have been
attended to years ago. The require-
ment of a special siainp for the pur-
•pose has worked a hardship on the
. public ni4tty.tinies by reason .of the
,netter writer being unable to procure
special delivery &tamp after the
1't offices are closed for the day.
raphk
'only reason for the present re4
Agtot is that it enobtes the gov-
lablished to keep with lest trouble
and ,a cart"•toi special delivery matter,
severs and,
•
traitst4 in this school. ,Ffe hasn't
-*/* $:14.ittier 'iirneeciation Of the vain.
nf: flitent-ing in a case that cost
a f4lotss sum. ' He doesn't seem to
wive profeteinhal consideration to the
effeet: Of 'setting a precedent in ex-
oon44; oistd'oppears not to he acquain-
ted ivei, fa'et- that the bigger the
exikese awn the bigger the adee,--
tioethent. On the contrary, this Cal-
' fornian wants tea go to the crux or
•,e matter without giving araybody
t.;c rightful ehance to do a little mar
;
"thaw shot White,' says Delmas
"Thaw's wife tells the world why th-
%tail frresk'.:o That's all there
'o it. ff human riture doesn't ae
reit Thaw under his wife's story
there's an end to it."
And the Californian is right. Hat,
F•non or,
Vechit told ber .hr e story Th')**.
weitilti 1,24,0 4...••••• sent•rtile.4.; mt. .A.•1.
these ;Monist birds flia'no about ob_
sceriog the issue ad confusing every-
and tear and rend No wonder the
C.aliforpla lawyer views these .stn-
penduons 0311ctures cm'llaeak founda-
tions. .With alarm. No wonder he
:wants to get back to the simplicity
of human emotions and out of the
intricate field of fanciful conjecture.
The way all this play-actiav sort
of testimony looks to the public is
that it has been lugged in as a 114K-
tion of the scenery—to prodnee
distinctive- stage atmosphere and
stave setting for this particular Mil-
lionaire, with two purposes in iew
neither of which bear atpon the in-
nocence or guilt of the accused. The
one is to -exhibit his lawyer's origi-
nality in imparting an individuality
to the ease and its surroundings:
while the other is to pile on the ex-
, and, tap . the Thaw poekeit
64. for . \sum commens prate with
04=' 'Thaw fortune, so that in after
Yearse the ,expenses of the case may
he mentioned with a proper degree
pride he both the bar and the ample of Belgian and Swiss legiala-
Thaw faintly. tors, are devoting earnest effort's-0'
nel•eoi. howeve- has not .heee restekt the spread of the
both (*ambers important , groups
have been formed appose members
are endeavoring to „secure tiste..en-
forcement of existing eoactrnents and
the promotion of fresh legislation
with the view of limiting the nambet
of saloons, of strengthening .the
hands of the authorities so as to bat-
on-ye their supervision and ,eveatu-
ally forbid the sole of absinthe as
being the most deleterious of -*leo-
'ioltc liquors. It is. argued that the
enermous augmentation in Oil:714r-
certage of lisnatics among the poPu-
'noon of recent years is for-the most
-art due .to drink, and that .Conimittee Called to Meet.
Sesides, having a gene' ral deterorating "The Democratic county committee
effect on the nation. is hereby called to meet at the coun-
agitation are headed by M. Chtrles
The senators taking part in the ty court house, Saturday. March 2.
at 2 o'clock p. ma to select a time said court, thit the eoth day of „Feb-, 'firmly and the edpufies by M. Rihot and place for holding a county cons And when they're swollen up 30 S10114 ruary, tetra.d these two statesmen have ob to name the . You'd think they'd surely bust.tie 
'sliced an assurance from M. Clen43-
eau that the cabinet will strong!), oe-ea,•
legislature from McC•aeken eoentv. They souse 'em ence again. and outW A. OrT:Ry, • , They come at last a trnit. 01:131rivRer.,1301invi:r. WC. Greg'ole-1allele!: the movement. .1 , John Hendaicla Bangs nees. • 'F'.f1,7
Sims said yeeterday he had unofficial
informatiou . as to the operations of
tIle.gatubling hiaat and until that had
ken, sepplieinie would be utiable to
snake an investigation and determine
whether federal laws had been violat-
ed The. necessery information, it is
expected, aill be embodied iii.— he
Lake county report to Governor pen-
ly. Mr.. Sims said an inquiry' hid
been made during the regime elf his
-predeeissoe and it was. found tjtati .
tothing can be done.
. ,Sta'te's Attorney Healy' js prebartfit
ti, qo before the.,gtand jury and seek
fictrnettta asainit the. keepets of
discAlerly se)ocius.; The pet:wade/lop
el this evidence . will 'Probably tie
made before the beginning or ritxt
week and a large number Of .t1Priol
keepers, it ii -said, 'will be dravin in.
1
 Mr. Healy twirl a tonferenee with
Shelby M. Singleton, secretarys.. Xifie
Citizens,' a_esocaafton, for mote' than
an hour, and it pertained to nutters
called to the attention of tbe city
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Liquor and Gambling Element Took
a Hand In Politics
and ,Lost.
Birmingham, Ala., Feb, 21 — i 1 gaIll-
gling is not stopped in Birmingliani
in the near future it will not be any
fault of the city officials, who have
thrown down the gauntlet and an-
nounce that no pains will be spared
in that direction. The city council
is going to render every assistance.
Laws were enacted by the council
several months ago making it an
offense for several men to be in a
room behind locked doors wherein
cards or other gambling devices were
found, it not being necessary for the
arresting officers to either see or get
witnesses to swear that a game was
in progress.
Another ordinance has just been
put through and will become I beest
shortly that will cause saloon-keepers,
hotel propeietots and' Others who
knowingly permit gapibling rooms to
be operated rrn 'their Precniset to lose
their licensea: This VI WIN have
a wide-spread effect, as rooms is, no
less•than four of the hotels of Birm-
ingham are under suspicion of allow-
ing gambling to he carried on. In
fact, in the past kw months the po-
lice have succeeded in making raids
en rooms in hotels.
Chief of Police Wier. who was
nominated again in the recent pri-
mary, made a statement the day after
the primary that he was glad,. that
the liquor and gambling elements had
fought him to the ditch, and that he
could not be charged with **standing
in" or giving protection to any one.
The intimation is given, not only by
the chief, but by the mayor. who was
also renominated in the face of a
strong fight on him by the two in-
terests named, that the gamblers will
find Birmingham a warm path to
tread. The prospects are that. Birm-
1 
itig'ham will make it warmer for the
gamblers than has Nashville, Mem-
phis. Atlanta or other cities in the
South Judge Feagin of the inferior
New Plastering Will Have to Be criminal court, will get into the game
Placed on Some Ceilings--Atha I too, and wi:1 give some healthy fines
leek Asisociation Reorganised. for the men brought before Aim.
Yesterday usenoing, when the' jam-
tor of the 'Washington echoest etittred
forgetting
the voadu's
kiiatgo close' Wet re efuseet ../ leer
'baud •Strotral- remiss -boded oelt h-
Water; snd an investigation - developed
the fact that the -afternoon hefort
the water supply had bees shutoff in
the cadre school. A student of tai
laboratory Went to the faucet meths
third Boor, turned it to get -waters
but none coming out, he walke4-guit4Y,
irtedy hours the supply wait
back on, and as malt all during We4..
nesday night a stream floweit on
of the faucet and allowed volemee on
the second floor, and on down into
Miss E3eanor Wright's room on .the
ground floor. To prevent a repetition
of this Professor Slarieves of'. the
science department. that uses the lab-
oratory, now removes the faueet When
tit in use. Some plaster etpapped
from the ceiling of the dampened
!rooms, but the loss amounts to prac-
itically nothing. On account of these
two rooms being damp yesterday no
studying was conducted in them.
Athletic Association.
The high school boys have reorgan-
ized their athletic association for 'this
summer. naeline Edwin Ralle tress-
titer, while Felix St. Joarn wi manage
the baseball club and arrange dates








MR. ULYSSES G. TOEIAN DIED
LAST EVENING OF THIS
AILMENT.
James P. Smith of Fifth and Wash- CLAIM 
Naga*. tn
SfeCracken circuit court—George
Raaleigh, executor of Mjltoe lf.. In-
gram, plaintiff, vs equity:George 0
Ingram and others, dereedints.
0Ordered that this action be, ., reed
40 Cecil geed, =aster coent9 bowl
of the McCracken circuit • ergs, to
take prod of assets and IiibPjee of
the estate of hiatoq 11., Itortna. dc•
ceased, and aH persons havitriet 4ajtair
against said estat1. art towed tr.
properly eerily and Ale the eagle. be
fore said comenissioner, nal .411. ,be-
fore the 11th doy of April. tyro. at
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadvninistered, and all persons
arc hereby enjoined ...soil se strain**
from collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through thitsuit
And it is ordered that this order be
published in Thee Padtse*Rior Reg-i'
ister -ts requirea, by lair e
ruary two. . • , „ .,
said 
vcoencuRrtu;ncrdetiorsi_h77,Rosspy hand, ctm4assx.:inicellertlko. bp!
5, A. MILLER. Cleik.. t a.,
By -11- B. HAY. a 11-s d•tsol
Mc C v 'at .'----kel'Ain ci7:7"--".-111cut44Yrit court, ::41111:171.a."43":14'17a.r. e 'Rudolph, administrator ofdlIrridveitti ,, sit 44
Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Eeuity.. Mesa-
nett* Hunter, etc., defendants. .•-
c,,4.•,,E  T-74;1 rp•notegy ; n t Ile county,
The remains will be taken to the.. • . a ill
Miss Ruby. Halley Ins *one to Ev-
visit he ist






• Ned of Prietorstmia.
Mr. Georve Patillo died at 8 o'clock
Yesterday morning after two weeks'
illness with pneumonia, 'at his home
a short. dietanee from this city on
.hr Trushands road out beyond
lafechagicshurg. He was marriedd
leaves a w4fe, one brother, and was
28 Years old. This afternonn at t
.o'cloc the remains will be interred at
"%pod cemetery in the county.
I. Ordered that this ectioit 10244fee'llf-4e to r S er. • •
Mr. Luther Carson is irs Chatta-
nocta. Tenn., on business.
Brands System As a Vicious
Act of Class Legis-
lation.
Washington, Feb. 21.—In a speech.
vigorously denouncing the system of
placing $t61,061,798.25 of government
funds in national banks without in-
terest, 011ie Jatites said:
"This wonderful sum of the peo-
ple's money is in the national banks
without the payment of one single
cent of interest, and for which they
are charging from 6 to 10 per cent.
per year when they lend this money
back to the people, from whom it
came and to whom it rightly belongs.
Mr. -chairman, I challenge the world
fAr 'a greater or more vicious act of
class legislation. I challenge anyone
to present a scheme of spoliation or
graft to excel it. Almost every state
in the Union charges interest upon
its public funds. so deposited. The
state of Missauri limns its money at
ANNOUNCEMBNCI:
• -.City Jailer. •-• .
We 'are 30110tiZed to announce
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase fol. ci.).
jailer, subject to the 15ernocratie Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
1 •907.
• 
We arc authorized to announce Cie
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for •s
city jailer, Subject to the Democratic,:
Primary to be held Thursday, May'a.
190'7.
•
We ate authorized to announce the "
caodidacy of Sam L. Beadles for ei:y
jailer, subject to the Democratic Te-
rnary to be held Thursday, Ma)
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hytnarsh for eity
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Tiintillay May 2,
1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the pea) of
en) clerkieject j2 the
Primary hem.% AD- I.
public auction to competitive bidders
Iand realizes upon it 4 per cept, in-terest tier annum. •"The loboring man who comets his
weary hours of toil in hit battle for
bread tc feed 'his family gets no such
kindly assistance in hones, even of
etiereess. from his government, mar
does the farmer, whose energy feeds
the world. The drought may blight
his crop, the waters may wash it
away, the frost may kill it, misfortune
may hover about him, hut under this
benign system he is given the poor
r•••••‘,1rre of navies. hieh taxes by
tars *non necesVtiea of life that the
money may accummidate in the treas-
ury to mate ?rote r tttir•Ilu • to luau
to the hankers for nothing"
altilt•••••••••11 ••••
• •




t Mr henry Arena has stemmed
from a trip to Mempies.
Mrs. Harry Meyers left yesterday
to, visit in lkkw Albany. Ind.
_ Contractor 1Villiarn Katterjohn I
went to Chicago last night on busi-
ness.
hfra. T. E. Turner and children of
1 rineeto d ti Y le_ .7.
of:4r,virtnir Wet' S F. Esilll •of '
North Seventh.
Miss Irma Reitz yesterday returned
to her musical studies at the Cincirs-
I nail conservatory after visiting borne.Coionel and Mre James A. Rose
,i Springfiefd. III.. and Mr. and Mrs-
.'. S. Van Cleave of Indianapolis,
1 Ind., returned to Springfield yester-''ae after visiting Mr and Mrs.
aolatil
We are authorised to announce
Stewart Dick as a candidate for s.
election to the office M city assessor.
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursdely, Noy 2, igen.
City Attorney.
We are authoriaed to asoonsscs the
candidacy of. John G Miller, Jr., fer
city attorney, subject te the Dem,-
critic Primary to be held Thursdio
May a, tem.
SCANDAL IN PAVING DEAL
Officials of Cleveland Company Ar-
rested on Bribery Charge.
Columbus, 0., Feb. 21.—Ne:s.n
Cannon. agent and li. C. fong, super
intendent of the Cleveland Trinidad
Paying Company. were arrainged it•
police court today and officially
charged with bribery of the C ieenbu
board of service in the matter of the
payiug of East Broad street. Tar.;
eleaded not guilty and were releas.A.
under $3.3.43oo bonds each.
Awriguees Bak.
In pursuance of an Order of the
McCracken county tome *rade ce.
Febraury it, iorse, I will on Fridas
flebreary wag, at the corner se'
Eleventh and Jackson streets. in the
coy of Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest and best bidder on a credit of
drugs foresees 'of 
three months, all. of the
and 
 crna
way. The purchaser Mar lterjaire•
for said property, if the. 4peitail I
Cliti 1. 8 F
Assignee Dr. R. 0. Ilmadiai-
•IF
Drink Habit Growing in France and
etuttarneit Get Bus& •
flans, Feb. 21—The sapidly increas-
ing consuMption of alcohol in France
it attracting the serious attention of
statesmen who, following the ex-
Unusual Coincidence Connected with "1 n*Death Ii That It Occurred Mrs. Noble F. Parker has returned
On from visiting tier parents, Mr andBirthday.
Mrs. Joseph L.. Hearn of Lexington,
Tenn.
Mr. Ulysses G. Torian diest.at 9:to Mr' J. II' 147'et"er and wife of °I712-
'o'clock last evening, after a lingering "a' Neb.. are visiting the formers
brother, Mr. 9al Loeser of Northillness with consumption at the req..
dente of his brother, Mr. James Fourth.
Torian of Jefferson between Sixth Mrs. Emma Lewis 1 in Hopkins-
and Seventh streets. He had -been ville veining Mrs. W. A. Pool.
hfr. John Trent has returned from
Ch;cago.
Dr. James Nagel yesterday went
to Princeton on tipsiness.
ill since last fall with the dread dis-
ease.
The deceased was forty-two years
of age and had made his home in this
city and county for many years. lie Mr. Fred Orwin yesterday went
was a bachelor, and followed the nc-', to Oklahoma prospecting. He was
carnation of carpenter. 'seine a man recently left heir to some thousands
of many friends who highly esteense* of dollars by Farmland relatives.
him. and to whom much sorrow h i Mr. Leslie Sellers has gone to
canted by his death. 6:iinesville, Tex., and Olchshocno. •
His Atfier is Mr. W. H. Torian, Mr. W. A. Ladd has arrived from
the venerable resident of the Wal- Clarks/vine, Tenn., and accepted a po-
lace park seetiost, while he has five sition with the Ell Guthrie dry goodsbrothers, Messrs. hoses and ool'ert house.
Torian tir this city, Thomas Torian Mrs. Rudolph Kittinger has gone.of the Arcadia ,Section, J. A. Twain
of lust beyond Mfthavvic‘hurvr in the burg.
to visit in New Orleans and Vicies-
;Pyler vincinity, and -Mr. Daniel Ter- Miss Leone Covtington of Hardieian of C.aruthereville. !If°. His stir-? 
si e Wrs. L•Mdsti
has gone home after being the guest
' rie sters ar M. sof the misaon• wifin nei hhorhood„- iu of Miss !stannic English.I 
Mhos Fertma Langston of Norththe eeteetv. eisd %Coq Trojan.
Tv/fifth is visiting in Kuttawa.An unusual -coineldence connected .
with the death is the fact that 'es' Mrs. Bettie Wilson and eon, Ben-,_
t rept; ace viseiting in Benton.terday was his birthday.
THE "COPPERATION."
A Cooperation is a beast
With forty leven paws
That doen't ever pay the least
Attention to the laws.
It grabs whatever comes in sight
From hansom cab to socks,
And with a grin of mad delight
It turns 'em into stocks.. • •
And then it takes a rubber hose
Connected with the sea
And pumps 'ein ful of 1-f2 O's
Of various degree.
0 I..eeil Keed, master commissioner
of McCracken circuit court, toat
proof of ?ate!, and lidbilities oaf
estate of Fred A. Hunter, lecItaced.
and all persons having claim's igainsr
said estate are required tpoPriliperly
verify and file the tame &glare said
commissioner, on or beim 14
cloy of Aprff, 9O7 dr thef *UT
ever barred frotn aiseetin•qhf
against the as*ti, jpi Atte immirdwitstipt-. 4 h
T)ipott•,••••rest•iiiiiii ftiifitq411.1etSVIJ
-Mg their claim. atrafitet?.seid estate
exceot through this sejt,,
ordered that this order be trnblithed' in The Paducah Deily Rtgitiseraliffl1- •quired by law.
I Given under,my band es-Cllifi•k of
















































































IT ISN'T A MATTER OF YOU
'41.. $23
$30, $35, Ito and Us Fur
Coats of Rare Shine and
beautifully made that sold
for Ilm to Sioo.00 are be-
ing offered to the Padu-
final winter sale.
cah trade during our
$3•50
For e $1.0.00 Weed Coat
ell to sa inches kwig.
. or
1.41 0: •11 t•t••
.4 4. •
"Itt tl., f•
4144 4'1310 a it 3
osiff elssaire• e.
HAVING TO HAVE A
CLOAK
Its a matter of you being wise, and doing for
yourataves something that will increase the size
of your purse if you invest. And also give you
a sensible wrap for the remainder of this sea-
son and for the next one to come. This article
also pertains to those who need furs. The prices
are so low en them now that when you go to
buy a pike of fur next season you will lay aside
the idea altoeether, due to the fact that this late
meson's prices have so spoiled you that you
week' neve: be willing to pay the regular prices
Mist season. We are selling furs at Mormons
redactions and will do so all this week. The
sale is still in process and will be all through
the entire week.
Far aopmerVid Neck tierce at
our dots sharing our cleaning
out winter sale.
$5.00
For long full made mix-
flue 'coats that sold for
$13.00 to bee.so all dur-
ing our final winter see
that is now in progress
it our store.
$5:00
For a Panama Shirt that
sells the world over
for •• • • • • • • • • S10
•
Buys tor You t3i5 Irme
at Our Sales Oat
317 BROADWAY
For a good Cloth Suit at our





IIPOIr • gopd exam tem for a deist that sphi-ior
$4.50 to $7.50 l this week at our store
$2.75
decures Sr you a Rename Skirt that sold for
gs.co Shoe and $o, also some good mixtures
go for the tame price.
rr.TsisemaBlerlIPOISi 
“nuarT ALLEY TRIED
ic TO COMMIT SUICIDE
- -• r,, or-A-owe
• lc e , vote 
J F=IAlKA
11
NK .KNOUGH LAUDANUM TO KILL A
• UVDOCTORS GOT KIM RIGHT AWAY
•
AND i ,WAD SAVED ',Roll DEATH WHICH HE MIREDvy
01_444 IP A QUARREL WITH HIS SWEJETHKANT--
OMIG CRIPPLED LAD FAMILIAR AROUND ?NE
STAIPUlla AND HACK LIM% WITH WHICH HE HAS














at suicide. ii iVit' • about teeml
o'clock br Alley, better
eknow'W640, Aty 'as 'Trilby,"
bet for 'WW Siiietlindition e(as
serioirk4,Dt. ilhobertson and Dr
L L ' had "io 'taco with him
for host. We' drank' enough lau,da-
mem her, Ira 'Sheen' Oeeple, gulping
the vcal's 'ettititents' *wit. 'tilde sitting
in the olfkleof air:Cher/es ' f. Clark's
olfirery stab's eik_Sqlt Fourth street.
"-opposite ' alle elif..F "'Ms morning
at 3 o'elatelieliiii of 'simmer. He
tried to epd his life at remit of guar-
heling with HU' lifeklbeart.
Alley is the Ole. Oippled fellow
sufferinefibei Warr eN'bis legs;
and who, es lag stela; drags his feet








for the past day or, e _Last evening
about 6:3e öd* herql the Dr.
William J. siore at
Forth and fir and *shed Dr.
Clarence hteC5r tire PeorriPtion
department idtmt"1:Xtinth sew- tents'
worth of • Dt.. *Word
asked. hiss Whit lie•granetith smith it
• - • - '1*.:.4: :






















"Trilby" refused to say except that
be needed it to ease pains in his
stomach. The prescriptionists did not
intend to let him have any, and
celizzed Alley to see what he in-
tended doing. Finally tlati unfortua-
ate crippled boy replied that he was
tired of hying, and now was about
as good a time to die as any. He was
refused the drug and left, but later
in the night procurred two ounces at
another drug store.
Before buying Ike ettsg, thoegh.
he tried to borrow a revoTver •frorn
the police at the city low across the
street, but this was refused him. He
later attemptmi to borrow a hide-with
which to cut his throat, het this was
refused 'him also. No one took him
seriously, and Mir. Clark jollied him
about his imagisative troubles. Mr.
Clark was out in the city on business
hot night, and as a joke rang up his
office and asked "Trilby" if he had
yet killed himself. Young* Aliey - res
plied he had not, but would be dead
by midnight.
Abont Mem o'clock "Trilby" talked
to his sneetheart over the tedephone.
and turningegulped down delpdtattialts•
of the laisdaturn hot*. ;
• -The little messenger hoy. Luttiolt.
3 tested in the office, and becom-
e frightened dashed out hut as Mr
Clark. fortunatelot happened to drive
'up. Alley was. lying on the door
and the liveryman qtickly summoned
Drs. Robertson and Smith, who used
the stomach pump emetics, which
finally emptied the lad's stOtnakia of
the dangeroth contents. Mr. ark's
arrival at the time was so ipjq5ftfter
"Trilby" had drank the laudirraM that
he was not rendered unconscious by
the time the doctor's got to bleb, &if
hour after he tonic the drug, though.
he got under the inatience so he
'had to be %ow/gently "walketi. and
worked withlto be kept awake,. 'P.m-
ally he was ptifiejtlarpuntall tight.
• All the tittle dirM00Yr Wei' tabor-
ing with hincYtung Alley 'expressed,
a desire to die. the wiled holding no
more attractions for him since .'his
sweetheart lied roge back en him.
Ile was worked- around the stables
roil • hack libel for many years and
has many frieuds, most of _ Whom
were drawn to bine on afsgunt of
hi* unfortuserte Areleal conelition.
Telephone seriice for residence
costs $4$ 3 year in Vienna.
GAMBLING DEN
WARRANT UP
CASE AGAINST CHAS. SLAUGH-
TER WENT OVER TO.
MONDAY.
Joe Woods. Colored, Dismissed
Charge of Letting Horse Rua
at Large •
‘Vhen the warrant was called
against Cloules Slaughter in the po-
Ike court yesterday morning it was
continued until next Monday morning
at request of the accused, who is
charged with operating a poker game
on the third floor above Frank just's
barber steep on North Fourth Street.
Slaughter was not ready for trial,
some oi his witneeses in& '1441016ex
not being at band.
The court dismissed the warrant
clinging Joe Wood, colored, with per-
mitting his horse to run at liege over-
the MOOTti of this city.
The breach of , the peace char
against John Dunn was dismissed. He
was accused of beittg in the, till' &fight
that occurred between Wine. Ljtw-
eli, John Hamilton, Coots Easton
and others,. in the alley rutining frenit
Fifth to Sixth streets near Hutto:rol&.
and during which several knock-
downs and drag-outs occurred.
CHIEFS INCLUDE'D.
•
Manager G. B. Elmore, of the
Paducah office for the Western Union
Telegraph company, has received a
communication from Superintendent
J. R. Terltune of this district, stating
that General Superintendent Levin
had sent word out over the country
that all cheifs, assistant cfiliefs, divi-
sion chiefs and other chiefs in the
operating departments are inclhded in
the order granting a ten per cent in
crease in salaty to the attaches the•
country over. This includes Manager




COMMITTEE TO INSPECT FIFTY-THREE *BLOCKS OF STREET
AND REPORT AS TO WHET HER THE SIDEWALKS SHALL
GO DOWN—NEGOTIATIONS TO BE OPENED WITH ILLI-
NOIS CENTRAL FOR PURCHASE OF STRIP OF GROUND
LEADING THROUGH ROAD'S PROPERTY TO THE PUBLIC
- WHARF—DRYFUSS & WEIL GOT LICENSE, BUT DISTILL-
, • ERIES COMPAIMY DID NOT—BUSINESS OF ALDERMEN.
Leolting towards improving fifty-
three squares of public thorough-
fates el tbis City with concrete üdc-
tsalks the wholesale plan, the
aldermen last evening directed that
:he street committee and city. Engi-
neer Washington' look over the
streets in questien and bring in a
report as to whether they deern it
advisable to put this character of im-
proved 'pavements along both sides'
the designated thoroughearos. Al-
derman Chem-Win explained that he
had personallk gone over the follow-
ing streets and he thought concrete
pavernenti should be laid along each
of them in order to place the streets
in a fine condition, in tieis respect:
Oisie from Third to Thirteenth; Ten-
nessee item Third tq Twelfth; Jones
from Third to T441fili; Fifth from
Clay to Trinrbk; Sixth from Ohio
to Norton: Seventh from Jackson to
Jones; Seeenth from Ifusbands street
east to Crose creelr; Thirteenth from
tit:n to Teniveseee; Se.'th. fromands street to the fill ?penning
the totek near the school house on
Shako Eighth from ‘Vaslington to
Norton; Tenth from Jackson to Hus-
bands; Twelfth from Jones to Jack-
son_ Member Cbamblin seid no pave-
ments existed now along these men-
tioned highways, and as it becomes
very muddy during bad weather, he
thought. they should be laid, and
made of concrete. The street coin-
ii .1. ec and VII'ashiacton *ere di-
rected t‘, bring in a report recom
mending Or rejecting the proposed
work, which will ebst in the neigh-
berhood of $6o,000, all of whIch is
borne by the abutting property own-
ers, except where one public street
ietersects smother. The city's part
fee the comers will astionnt to nearly
Sotto, It is. contemplated to nuke
the odewalks Nix feet in vo- tie
All tile aldermen were prevent last
night except Members Stewart and
Hanno n.
The public improvement committee
was directed to enter into negotia-
tions with the Illinois Central rail-
road for purchase by the city, of a
ho feast...trite.. at • (rous4 running
througtoibe AMP* etdip, of jand.,the
roatifeksvnteoit heist that plot lying
betemea:•41roadvesy and Kentucky,
sad First street and the river front
wham& The 6o feet is desired for a
drirozr:y so wagons can drive down,
the whole strip in getting
to the pobIst levee and wharfboat.
Tie street eMnutittee recommended
• be done. '
Sfroart was panted a license
to saltion•at ins South Second
%%10 JAW- Griffin Was given a fie-
enie to 'open a coffee house at •1 es
Kentucky- 1.-venue.
An ordinance was ordered bronght
in Tor improvement, of South Tenth
by grading and eraveling..the street,
'from linsbands tp• Elizabeth .
The 1:cense committee recommend-
ed that Dryfuss & Weil be granted a
license entitling, these dealers to sell
liquor ia.quantities between one quart
and five. gallons. AR the aldermen
voted for the grant, except Member
Habloard who (wolfed 'it.. This firm
had been charged with using obscene
mattertisiedzertiee its business.
The. Padlucale Distilleries eompany
theta as for its quart liquor lic.ense-
buts Palmer, the yinsiddiont,• ruled this
aptaestien would first have, -ho cense-
up ibefore she- council before- the al
would net -ow te.
cgalft was allowed bark the
paid into the City treasury when
flataried .on a public Oak Grove
ausifetery lot, the remains of toe
brether, the body having been disin-
terried and buried on Mr. Crain's pri-
rati lot
The- thy solicitor was authorized
to go •to Frankfort himself and lay
before the appellate court the litiga-
hon Wherein a legal test is being
given the .641 enacted by the state
legrstatute, compelling second class
marricipalities, which includes Padu-
cah, to-employ net less than Miley
patrolteeftP in the police department
The republicans centend the state
general Assembly; cannot legally
adopt a 'frieastoe of tiAs kind because
it deprlres the cities of local goy-
oramettl, while the democrats are of
the olehtion the measure is valid. By
agreement an exparte suit was filed
before Judge Reed here for the test,
end he declared the bill ralid. It
is now to go before the • appellate
tribunal, and the solicitor authorized
to go to Frankfort personally to lay
the matter before the judges.
. Claude Johnston, editor of the
'Labor Journal, publishes his periodie
cal once each week, and lie complain-
ed to the aldermen that he was com-
pelled to pay $15 annual license, while
the other papers that came out every
day do not have to pay any more.
Nothing was done with his prayer
except file 'itaway.
Alderman Hank • informed the
board that the public alley running
from Sixth to Seventh between
&roadway and Kentucky avenue, was
always in a muddy and impassable
Condition, and he thought the pas-
sageway should be improved with
paving brick, the improvement to be
peid for by people owning property
backing up- on the alley. His motion
that an ordinance be -brought in for
paving the alley did not receive a
secoad„ itierefore nothing eras done.
At every meeting of the council
atid aldermen numerous questions are
.referred to this and that committee
to be looked into, so the rub-bodies
can report to the full board what to
do with the different proposstions
befo•re them. As it takes much work
to arrange for their committee meet-
ings, get ready the papers bearing
Vu the question* up for consideration.
keep notation in nsinute form of what
the committee decides to do, prepare
the committee's report back to the
fed board, etc., the aldermen tarected
Inc finunce committee to arrange for
employment of some competent per-
son who will be commit:cc r1 ek,
the finance committee to *Fur th
Gut es and place ttis sialar !Mir c':•1•It
‘‘ifratteref eery co . fro. ea:2 r
and help the conwitittecasen with t!:e
eork, which takes up rnoch of she
public official's time kern his private
business when they bine to do every.
thing themselves,
City Engiseer Washington repott-
ed to the board that the mains for
the oscw sewerage irystem being laid
„have .been Arliplied out Kentucky av-
enrie • to. neario Tafelkh tercet, aod
that the contractors will not get done
within the time prescribed in the con:
tiact agreement, hence time exten-
sion will pros-c• necessary later on.
R . G. Terrell addressed a letter to
the mayor complaining that stock
dealers driletng through the streets do
not have enough herders a/one...with
the drove, hence many break out of
the bunch and run over the lawns of
people having no fences around their
hcrnes, doing great Sornage to the
sOd and flowers. Mr. Terrell had an
Ordinance framed up to compel stock
dealers to send a certain humber of
men along with droves of clatie going
through the thoronglabstes: the num-
ber of herders to be sufficient to keep
the cattle from breaking out of the
bum-cit. In order that the ordinance
ermtnittee could look over the 'meas-
ure and report back, either for adop-
tion •or rejection, the proposition was
referred-to- ewe oseamitee.
The sidewalks 'oi' Weei. Broadway
now end at tile railroad hospital, but
marry desire -that the pavements he
wallowed en out aaL thoroughiase.
to the oil-- limits. ;inane of the pea-
pie 'owniug pritiStiv 'out that:- wrap
agree to give up free the number of
feet of ground fronther their booms
uecessary for the %edits, while °there
n'ont the city to pay them for she
requisite number of .feet off the front
et their grown& Ahether knees wont
too much, Mayor Yeiser recommend-
ed to the aldermen that an ordinance
be brought in providing that cutbe
and gutters be MO from the preient
end of the sidewalks clear out to the
city limits, these curbs to run rigIst
along where the public street touches
the private property. The owners df
:he private ground will then have to
pay for the cost of that part of the
curbing fronting their plices. ; The.
mayor additionally recomnicrides(
t 1-, • another bill be brought in prIct
titling for concrete pavements in
front of the homes of those out that,
way who willingly give ug the-Perded-
grotind, free of charge,. but no walla
be laid in front of the residences the
owners of which want pay for their
ground desired for the* sid
The aldermen concurred in the tista.-•
or's idea and referred the matter Mt
the proper committee for the neces-
sary orlliviices to be brought in_
City Engineer Washington was
granted a leave of absence of sew
days so he can go to Virginia Le vied:
his aged father.
The aldermen concurred in the
councilrnanic action ordering a kvir
brought in for eutictment. provng





will stipulate that none can se
down In the bu.iness pert of town.
The necessary ordinance Wai Ord-
ered brought in, providing that Norra
Thirteenfiestreet be graveled. .
To the finance committee was re-
ferred the request of the lady itgar-
talgtartrsthoef tihnestiHurtomioen. obef thaeoul:rion,cd, iSigos a -
per month hereafter out of theoPefilic
treasury, 'instead of $70 per mouth.
The finance conwnittte was also ii-
rected to see what it would cost, sae!
if the city had the money to span-,
to help the Daughters of the Magri
can Revolution in their neovonent to
wards putting tge public
fountains, one at Seventh and 8r
way, one at Second and Broadcao
and one at the county court house...
The solicitor was instructed to
have copies of important ordininelie
made and the copies •fartritfted
beet of the general council for per:
sal so they can digest thg.cogteote
hefore voting on the measures. Gsp-
ies of the bills not of importance wiTl
not be made.
Accounts amounting to
we re allowed. ,
Farther time was given the fierce.
committee to look into the reattsett
oi the city solicitor that termite:
he be allowed twenty-five per cam
of alt back taxes be collects instead
oi ten per cent as heretofore. The
solicitor informed the board that teu
per cent did not property -rennineenar
him for the great an.ount of work he
had to do in collecting the delinquent
taxes.The
cemetery committee was re -
quested to have the city engineer her
eff ground so it can be used for hare-
ing purposes by colored people in the
new cemetery, "Jackson Hill." taw
ns;les in the country beyond Oak
Grove. The plot of roiled sevapare
fro dickies in Oak Grove fias A
bia 
nn
Clerk cliBatiPiley. Was Mired, tie he
ay an assistant helh4;11_ have to hie
in getting out is the icqesired dim
the bins shovrinst how neseh elm,
evmserybo:iyogaodwoLes bia
have repaired the big hole .in thur
sewer running across Wee< Trimble
street beyond Oak Grove cemetery.
The board of works was asked so
see that the I. C. railroad remora'
the cast iron spread over a low place
in. their track on North Ninth nee-
Boyd 'street. A horse might step ota
the plate, go through.- get halt sett
then a damage sou arise again* the
1kiPaGlitYi.. J ohn" olghtly's mow . "tag. fe-,
(coded, hit application for a license
to open a saloon near the txtion ikpier
Caving been turned -down. Thfa
money he deposited with the cn.
rhe surety company that was get e
the hoed of the late Moidal johestegs
while the latter was city %%higher -
ed the aldermen to give thanttla tibia" 
tifIciste showing that the welishiree • .
office. 1-ad ' • properly aoconaned
fer by Me. .i•••tttson during life. This,
ceetiheate he granted as_r be
•• • ••c o and :etins-raking
S:,a,„1 then adjourned. •-;
•  i • r:
NEWS 1P4 IN BRIEF. 40
ofeseem****************, •
—Major and Mrs. Winter; de
dwarf temple who have been hem ate.
evil weeks went to Pritscetoif yesIes-;:
day. .
—Mr. E. Rehkopf continoes emu'
lose, at his- home on Wrisaipeciek,„
street J -4-
-Dr. 'C. A. Elliott grows •ireitillea
at his home In Woodville e and the•




• e..ee• :cot hi •
--4The Missionary amid)! 4.. am
Fitti Presbyterian clitsrch. silam=
'In ihe pastor's study et' zato
this afternoon. t -
—The Ladies' Mite society oftb-
First Baptist church meets thia,ail-
ternoon at 3 o'clock with Mits. Pasha
Wahl of els Clay street.
• —.A smoker and open meeting wir
lie given this evening by -the WA -
Me # at their hall on North Fourth,
in7.}tonor of Washington's birthday_
—Bud Dunn was arrested yeeteer-
shy: morning at the foot of Morel
strait -end again locked up. • He toe!
dapd from the county jail srwasoll
-days ago while serving a breadilite
the pence fine.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer inlaie arid Cenirlt. Agent for W.Aitehall and Agatite Cement ,
H.
.1 c
"l& ICJPIG OF CEMENT"
M CUNNINGHAM
Phooey Oa 960, New 245!
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ei Moored*,












Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what CU-
able us to give you 'perfumes
that have not detonated since









aase it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button boles, or stud
holes match.
• Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star. Laundry,
'Phone asta
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
'NCOORAr ,
a 306 gway. Day and Night
• —statorpte School
E xcursioll
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pasiv
et company—the cheapest and hell
excursion out of Padocalt.
•••••••
$
8inn For the Round Trip to
UU Tennessee river & rater
It is a trip of pleasure, condo*
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eaell
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jar





Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlinaiated Ticket $s.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $1.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats... Pot
further partiailars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent





sod' is sos years old. 1893 it
been in the family of
prietor. It is a building of imposing
aimensions, with many departments,
!ncluding one for the professional edu
iasion csf the staff, which numbers
rio persons They make up almet
press7insio1s a (ay. • New Nork city is the terminal los cut this year.taseet)-!lie rallssav :ire;
!Nett t *tate **debt t ********111116
A •
& HOW TO STOP •
-46 REVOLUTIONS. *
Mexico, of all nations wherein
Spanish blood predominates, alone
seems to understand the shortest and
most satisfactory way to dispose of
revolutionists. Centralb and South
American countries hardly have
breathing spells benveen revolutions.
Cuba has been indulging in one con-
tinuous "revolution" for many years.
Santo Domingo and Hayti are ever at
it. But Mexico has reduced the revo-
lutionist to a cipher. If he exists at
all in that country he is scarcely ever
heard of, except in a way that shows
Mexico's complete control of him.
The truth of the matter seems to be
that the South American revolution-
ist is a business man at his trade. Ile
'revolutes" as a professional matter.
In Mexico as soon as a man shows
any symptoms of the revolutionary
diicase he is unceremoniously bun-
dled off to jail and allowed to think
it cissa- behind the bars. If he is at
last released from durance vile and
then behaves himself all may go well
oith him.
But the government keeps an eye
on him and in case of a relapse he is
quietly telten out to some accluded
spot and cheerfully shot. Then the
report et the "mysterious disappear-
is riven out.
Obvioutely it is rather a depressing
businese• to conduct, aid or abet a
revolutioe from behind steel bars. -
In fact, there is abolutely nothing
insis;c: e jail caluculated to keep the
flame of revolutionary desire brightly
belning. However, should the would-
be retirganizer of governmental af-
fairs fait wholly to divest himself of
his aspirations while inside the jail he
has an even more dreary prerepect
ahead when he gets out.
To die the death of a martyr to the
cause Of revolution may, in specific
instaaa s. aOsical strongly to a sashed
buck's:mil and belted knight--pro-
vided the spectacular surroundings
necessary for a correct and approved
death in that manner be also provided
But just to "mysteriously disappear-
--that is not alluring, at•ractive or
calculated to inspirs.
tan tne whole, it lools as if the
stexican idea has stood the test of
time The great man at the head of
the Mexican government is not alone
great ltimself, but is surrounded by a
splendid corps of advisers. Never has
Mexico been allowed to lag or recede
as other (nations =wheel forward ea
long as Diaz has been in command.
The bane of other Latin-American
governments—the revolutionist—has
been reduce to naught in Mexico.
There are few revolution% thsre—
apera Lou& or otherwise. President
Diaz aas made good riddance of I-tac-
tically ail such bad rubbish
PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN
OUTDONE IN CHICAGO
—
liii Pied Piper (ii Ilaniehn is being
outdone here in Chicago. Nse only
arc rate being charmed be, the thou-
sands into corning out into the open
bv means, of a specially desised musi-
cal instrument. hut they arc then &r-
ated by the blinding flash of a power-
ful light, and as they crouch helpless
and bewildered they are picked up
alive. tate by one, with long forceps
and dropped into a sheep iron recep-
tacle. A powerful electric current
turned on the can does thc rcst, and
the former disturber' are ready for
cremation. gays the Chicago Records
!feral{
If you .have ever experienced a
sense of wild fury at sonic wily old
rodent that for weeks has been gnaw-
ing you house down and persistently
refusing to be caught in any kind of
trap that the ingenuity of man has yet
devised, you will appreciate what this
new method /trans. • ' -
YOU nray have resorted to poisoning
the pests. and found within a few
days that the odor that results from
the dcalb of numerous membere of
the. rat family is possibly even more
annoying to'all members of the house
hold thzu the persistent gnawing and
depredations of ilwee inistrahk in-
truders.
The rat question is admittedly a
SCNOUS one to the residence of farme
3S weli as city.
Depredations of Rat Family.
The quantity of grain, fodder and
roots destroyed in this country each
year by the depredations of the rat
family would be something tremend-
ous in vOttnie ii it could be even ap-
proximated and the figures told to the
public.
Farm barns, elevators, wharves and
shins are generally infested with this
nuisance of 'the animal kingdom. Re-
pelsive in the extreme to the eye of
man, criminal and thieving in his
work by day and night, and, as.inedi-
cal and health statistics will show,
positively dangerous to the health of
human beings by transmitting disease
verms from place to place, they are
an enemy that mankind may well
abhor.
Residents of cities in densely popu-lated regions stiffer even more from
the irritating work of rats than the
more sparsely populated regions of
the country, and if the battle in one
household wages too fiercely against
them to be endurable the rodentshave a habit of trooping in a body
over to new quarters, where the sur-
roundings are more healthful for them
Thug it is of but little use for one
family in a thickly populated block
to attempt to get rid of them
••••••*******••••••• tete**
ik *
• VOLCANO TELEPHONES. *
• *
onelieneetille•••••*•**•••••0140
Song writers have talked of tele-
phoning to heaven and fiction writers
have sought to make use of the tele-
phone in other plots, but none has
thus far been so bold as to suggest
telephoning to the infernal fires of the
world's most gigantic active volcano.
But this is the daring project that has
been undertaken by George Lycurgus,
the marager of the Volcano House,
:
on the island of Hawaii. He is hav-
ing a telephone line strung from the
Kilanel Vokano House down into
the mighty crater of Kilanca, across
the floor of this wonderful place to
the very brink of Halematunans the
Pit of Fire, where the flames and
smoke and steam and fiery lava are
constantly in activity. This idea is to
have the telephone strung from the
Volcano House to the edge of the Pit
of Fire, a distance of between two
and three miles, so that constant com-
munication between the outside world
and the dwelling place of Mine. Pete,
the Hawaiian goddess of fire, can be
maintained. ,
SCOTts of people have returned to
Honolulu with interesting stories of
their experience at the lays Bow on
the island, but without exception the
most original experience related was
'that of F. W. Klebahn and E. M.
Campbell. two prominent business
men of New York. They visited the
flow at a point about 5.0oo feet above
sea level. They made the mistake of
not providing themselves with warm
clothing and heavy blankete. , But
when they were invited °to occupy
part of a tent near the flow they glad-
ly accepted. .
But the tent' afforded tittle resist-
ance to the chill of the mountain air.
Neither man seemed *le to get warm
and for hours they lay in actual
misery from the cold Finally 'Kit-
baho decided upon a very novel
method of overcoming the lack of
heart-generating garmems by making
the lava-flow and there to try to go
to sleep. The top of the flow proved
but a hard bed, with the nusltitude of
coke-like clinkers of a-a lava. But it
was warm Underneath this outer
covering of a-a lava was an inner
stream of palsoehoe lava, a hot molten
macs of fluid that gave forth heat in
quantity to have satisfied the coldest
blooded nerson.
This %coy novel place of slumber
did not travel quite so fast, as a fold-
ing bet but it kept moving steadily
and -irresistibly toward the sea, for.
when the pair awoke in the bed at
daybreak, they found that the lava
had moved fully so feet toward the
ocean during the time of their slum-
ber, leaving their clothes hanging on
a tree behind them. .
I
Although the lava flows from the
higher slopes of Mauna Loa have sub-
sided. there is continued activity at
Kilauea. The inner pit oil Felematt-
man is beginning to fill up rapidly.
Some weeks ago it was measured h-
a surveyor and found to be about 600
feet in depth. Since that time the
boiling, seething lava in the mighty
cauldron has filled up several hun-
dred feet. Some persons believe that
the pit will fill entirely to 3 level uith
the floor of the outer crater of
Kilauea.
Reports from the other side of Ha-
waii. where the big lava flows oc-
cerred this month, indicate the source
of one flow oas about five or six
miles down from the top. The source
oi the first flow appeared to be at an
elevation of about 7.000 feet. At that
'lloint the lava was leaving the side of
the mountain in . cast quantities of
liquid tress.
It was estimated that the etrsam of
lava !souring out , was ISO feet in
height. The lava ran for a short dis-
tance, is said to bare re-entered a
i second fissure and then to have made
its atipearadce lower down the slopee.
of the moturtoin. Large quantities of
sulphur were given out frinn the flow,
causing damage to some of the trees
near by. But the fumes were not
sufficient to prevent the sightseers
approaching to within a couple Of
hundeed yards of the tipper flow. Only
'lie intense *at prevented the- people
from going closers—Honed !eat . rae-re-















At the court of S. James is White-
law Reid, a many times millionaire,
who gave a two (lays entertainment
that coat him about $20,000,000 to
Alice Roosevelt Longworth , on her
visit to England a few months since.
At the French capitol is Robert S.
McCormick, of the reaper combine
and millions, who is the son-in-law ofJohn D. Rockefeller, the Standard Oil
billionaire, if income at a reasonable
rate of percentage is evidence of it.At St. Petersburg is George V. I,.
Moyer, the Boston possessor of many
millions of corporation stock and
trust securities, who is soon to be
transferred to the cabinet at Wash-
ington. At Berlin is CharlemagneTowers the owner of corporation
bonds and stocks by the tens of thou-
sands. At Vienna is Charles S. Fran-cis, whose millions rank, him high
among the enormously rich men. At
Constantinople- is John G. H. Lcish-
man, who, does not know how Many
millions he has. At Rome is Henry




Owing to the unusual activit) in
railroad building, it is estimated thatiu Ontario a/ono 4.500.e00 ties will be
•
• HOW THE as
• MADSTONE CURES. if• •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Physicians are often asked whether
there really is any virtue in what are
called madstones. One of them, writ-
ing in the Medical Brief, declares that
these stones are of value, but they
would be of more value if their limita-
tions were understood.
"There is no particular variety of
stone or substance which may be
designated exclusively as the mad-
stone,' he says. "I have seen many
of them, so-called, and on two were
of exactly the same composition,
geologically considered,
klufadstones act on the same princi-
ple that a blotting paper does when
absorbing ink, and there is nothing
that makes a better one than baked
pipe clay. A new clay pipe, procura-
ble for one cent at nearly any store
where tobacco is sold, can_not be ex-
celled by any madstone, no matter
how great its reputation.
"The action can be clearly demon-
strated by placing a common dry red
brick in contact with the margin of
a puddle of water and noticing what
capillary attraction will accomplish.
Therefore, to he efficient, the only
necessity is for the stone to be porous
and have strong adhesive and absorb-
ent qualities. Nothing mysterious
about it.
"I have seen %c lad that appear to
be concretions. eit.r vesical, renal or
billary and were friend in the bladder,
kidney or liver of some animal—those
taken from the deer, supposed I. be
the best.
"When a person is bitten by a rep-
tile or dog supposed to to mad and
the porous stone applied to the wound
the blotting paper action begins, and
the blood, saliva from the mouth of
the animal and whatever poison there
fluids contain will naturally, by capil-
lary attraction, be absorbed by and
into :he substance applied. no matter
who name you may give it.
"The casing that if a stone sticks
the wound is poisonous, and if it does
not take hold there is no venom pres-
ent. is untrue. Ti the stone is clean
and dry it will adhere when moisture
is within reach till it becomes satur-
ated.
"For instance, a new red brick will
absorb one pint of water After the
venom has been taken into the circu-
lation the madstone is worthless; but
as the victim is usually filled with
with whisky or alcohol at the same
ems she stone is being ttsed the
spirits may counteract the effeco ef
the noison
"I know e t a slime %Ilia' lias
wide reputation, and makes a goo.'
living for the family owning it. They
iiever ;et it go out of their sight, and
when the victim can not be taken to
the stone one member of the family
Can be hired to take the stone to the
victim In addition to traseling cx
'senses they charge $5 for the appli-
cation and Si extra for each hour that
the stone sticks.
"This stone is busy a large part oi
the time Not long since the stout
held to a man's leg for over one hun-
dred hours, yet tbc man died. His
life could have been tared if depend-




Filed in the Owe?!
Court
Circuit
Owenton. Ky.. Feb. 21 —On Fri.
day, the Last day for service, before,
the beginning of the winter term o,
the Owen circuit court, twelve sensa
tional suits were filed an the office hi
the circuit court clerk of this county
The .euits arc all brought by the fiscal
court of Owen county against ex-
magistrates and ex-county judges of
Owen county. reeking to recoversums of mono- which, it is claimed.the magistrataa and other officialspaid to themselves during the terms
of office for which they served, for
service!, performed by them for the
Cntlnty in various ways.
The suits allege that the sums paid
were all illegally paid and that they
increased the salacy of the officials inQuestion, which is contrary to law-.The snits arc :to outgrowth and a re-
sult of an expert examination of the
books of the, county of Owen for thelast twelve years. which has *ea in
progress foe the past year. The coun-
ty officials and attorneys who havethe matter in hand claim that thereare even more eensational suits tofollow, and for larger amounts.
Those against whom suits havebeen brought are the following ex-
magistrates: C. G. Boerner, $712.75:Ed Bondurant, $57o.so; E. Clark.$919.35; jt W. Whitton, $539; F. M.
Honaker, $147; M. G. Waldrope, $iss;J. T. Walker, $123; A. T. Bromley,$198: John B. Gairjes. $132; E. R.Spangler, ;165, and Judge Jesse Hol-brook, Poem.
The parties sued arc among themost prominent citizens of the coun-ty. Judge Holbrook is the county
treasurer, and he is sued for alleged
excess Salary paid. He is the cashierof the Farmers' Deposit bank and oneof the foremost men of the county.All of the other officials againstwhom suite have been brought sthndhigh in the community. Messrs. Car-roll & Jackson, of Ifenry county, andJames G. Vallandingharn, county at-torney of Owen county, represent theplaintiff, while practically all of the
lawyers at the local bar have been re-.tamed to represent the various de-fendant% ' The examination of thehooks ie htitl, in proersse
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice a-Week Republic, of St.
Laois, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscripon to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
'Program a monthly sterrietItural pa-
per published by The Repoblic.
Thio offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you abe takingthe paper at present, send in your dol-
lar sad have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine Cold". Two of them
are beads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her OA bodice- I'this one is desired, order No. 10. "The
spring Girl" No. mm, or "The Sommer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, teherned with light green. She
aleo wears a white and green waist,
vekli a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her Invert. The remailrhan Pietore. orPto. 13. is a three-nsarter Imolai Pi**tore representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long ecef, boa about bet neck
and a mut
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are an Mack Tti ten them
From real ebony it would be necessare
to take them from the wall for ca•
amination. The pictures and framer
arc neat and pretty enouldi to grace
the walla of a miltiemaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail teens teas'
than 5o cents. The best reconurrenda
tion that we can give them is to mel
that if you are not thoroughly. satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
II you are &tread, a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one years subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weckly family paper in the mortar,.
and Pann Progreso Is the fastest
growing farm risonthfy in Antssiea. Is
Remember that you get both these
splendid pnblicatioas br a year tond
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for coed& OIL
Remit by pep;todrite or expessa
money ceder, registered letter or bank •
draft. Do not send personal chinks.
Write name eat etlArtik Web. Ad-
dress a2 cokes to the .15t.',..istais Re -
Otiblie. St- Lads, Mts.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANOEI
Accident, Ute,ILtability, Steam Boller- I
Campbell Block.




Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE"
For the Convenience of our patrons and the cidassa of Pethisak.have paseed tsetse of the dleseaseles • t the tides sense beliesvii= UMWing Register dies at en Ihreolhoe y, where the pid isdle se eelwhen dostrieg the addless of say r esident of the clues named.
THE SIXTY CITTES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITAINS
ONE-SIXTH OF Tlirlt POPULATION OF THE UNIT!.STATT.Z.
List oi Directories on File
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They Always Get The flambe
For Salo Ewimmiviterm.

























































NOT A MEMBER IS
DEFEATED.
Strorable Report on Santo Domingo
I. Treaty Authorised by the
Senate Committee.
Washington, Feb. 21.—The United
States senate has declared in
favor of Senator Reed Smoot, of
Utah, retaining his seat in that body.
The vote was 313 to 42, closing a
.test that has lasted three years.
The rote came alter a hot debate,
bet the result was forecasted when
ou motion of Senator Hopkins, of
ldionis, the resolution declaring his
seat vacant Was amended, requiring
a two-thirds majority for its adoption.
The adoption cid the Hopkins
amendment was by a vote of 49 yeas.
21 'soya.
In anticipation of the clewing de-
bate and the final vote oo the reso-
lution declaring Smoot not eutitkd
to his seat, the gantries were we. 11
filled at the beginnieg of the session
at if o'clock. The resolution was
irganediately laid before the senate.
bid before the discussion ow its mutts
Issa permitted to proceed there was
a short skirmish to secure • division
1)1 time among those desiring to secA
(or and against the teSollatloo-
When Senator Hopkins suggested a
division of time there were many
negative observations ansoerg senators.
-That is a procedure of the house
where they have no parliamentary
law and I object," asserted Senator
Money. Fifteen minutes were occu-
pied in discussing the question of
procedure, when all further efforts
in that direction were abandoned. and
Senator 1)spbois took the floor In
opposition to Mr. Smoot.
lie charred that senators support-
ing the litih senator bad taken ad-
vantage of all the tactics of special
pinedini. When 'he declared with
emphasis that Senator Hopkins had
put thc Mormon church above all
Christian organization*, Mr. Hopkins
weight to interrupt.
"I will not yield." declared My.
Boat with some heat. "you would
nqt permit me to interrupt you."
"But the senator is making an ab-
solute misrepresentation." shouted
Mr. Hopkins, while the vice-president
was endeavoring to restore order.
Continuing. Mr. Du Bois said the
only fair socccb that bad been made
for Nr. Broom had beeh try the innior
senator from Utah, We Sutherland.
"He could not have dared utter op
this door whit outer senators ut-
tered." be added, "hecanse he knows
hooter the *emsl ceretitirgis in Utah"
Mr. Lkti Bo's took direct issue with
Senator Kvienr's recent statement.
"Poisssamv in Utah has ended."
"Fi%e out of the twelve ariostles
lease gone into it since the manifesto,"
:inserted Mr. Dv Bois. "The president
of the church performed the ccre-
mom- between an apostle and his
fourth wife," le- added.
Attacks on Sasoot.
Turning his attention to Senatos
Smoot Mr. Du Bois remarked
-Senator Smoot is the son of a
pwramist. Ills father had fours. %%he, be reached the age of
manhood hc married a polygamist
child, his wife being the daughter
of a feorth wife of her father. I
wnalil not say this if it hurt the feel-
-40%s of the senator. It does not. No
_ in Utah will blame him for it.
ny will honor him."
Concluding. Mir. Du Bois declared
there were not ten tenators who
would vote, for Reed Smoot if they
had read the testimony.
"But I know that strong influences
are at work here. The president of
the United States is the open friend
of the senator from Utah. You all
know it. The country knows it. He
wants birn seated. You have got the
Mortnrn vote. You have every one
of thorn, my friends, on the repub-
lican side. But it has cost you the
moral support of the Christian women
and men of the United States."
Senator Beveridge followed eith a
plea for Mr. Smoot's retenton. He
believed the greatest wrong that
could be done any mart setts 'the ruin
of his repuation when his life had
been stainless, and this was what was
being done in the case of the sen-
ator from Utah.
Largest Steamship in the World.
New York, Feb. 21.—EmIl L. Boas,
general manager in this city of the
Hamburg-American steamship line,
has returned to New York, after in-
specting the new steamship, Europea,
which is being built in Belfast, Ire-
land, and will, when completed, be
the largest vessel in the world.
"The keel of the new ship has been
laid," Mr. Boas said, "and the vessel.
will be ready for service in the spring
of 1908. The Europea will be larger
and more magnificent than either the
Kaiscrin Auguste Victoria or the
Amerika, and her speed will be nine-
1011-knots. while that of the others ii
Eighteen knots."
"How high did he climb?" ' Dat
ain't de question. How fur he fell.ls
what he can't make fleet. He flicitl.t
have time ter . measure de. distance
comin' down."—Atlanta Ciinstitution.
THE TALE OF A TALE
EY 'EDITH Z. WILLINTE.
--
it started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, 104
there were only tett people in the
room. One of than stood on the he rtb
rug, with his Nice to the fire, loo-Ing
down on the other as she set, anger-
ing the MIL on her lap.
"Why do you west to reed Ur OM
asked.
demos* you wrote it," Im answered.
with great simpLicity.
nite frowned. "tou ought to say.
It's became my other stories have beep
so successtal, and get such aloe putts
to the papers!"
"Those emetics may sales for the
rest of the world, but they don't for
rust"
Two home Wee he stood M his owe
boat hall, taralug hie pockets maids
eat by the light of the midaight oil.
thee he searened the trout soros sae
essanlned the pavements outside, and
litany pa.troliell a senate street to
tartans house nth a aerials Mill bow
of the musing. when be notarised te
his abode UILSSM sabot, worts.
"What are you kotung for?" she de.
sesaeut oh esurring the dreirtee room
MO eau aberldag.
My lithe an *widest of the
-Nosalag." be anstrefetsiottiag
WNW. Ms thee vas pai . and his
tow reamed eremite weer Ins
se2s2zr yen might lath dragged
the seggeetad. esinway.
:Ziltaiii" he resoanded dellamfo.
did yea think el Str
elhalateireL
"Oh!" be Mkt with a start. "That
'ANT of yosill, It Wm grath—WeIlii
I assure you it lasje
al▪ Oalts batll Seer Wilma this INN&
lag!"
"And yst It Is seismu'atively sheet
Yoe mem read very slowly! Do ten
am whim yoe Mos best abaft tt."
"OS, wan," he lottedered; "I Unal
11 511 Imasessily. hut what 11/11111111101 Le
▪ aspeestally vas Muit—er—eciess
where the besmear—de—gets the tem
01 1*."
He ant that he wets doing well, but
St this point the brotobt big back Us
earth
-Do you think." she salted him. ears
Not end erldhorred. "that OrellorY
Seen to have dose it?"
'Who? be asked, staggered for a
ellomeat. "What?" And this recollsee.
lag tilasseU—"Yes." This stoutly. "I
think Gregory was perfectly instilled;
I don't see how, tinder the drone.
stances, be could have done otherwise.
I am quite certain that In Ills place I
should have done just the same thing."
"What Mai?" she asked, as abe
eked
en, as he did not answer Immediate.
the are with her back turned.
ly, she said gently: "I doal think
you quite understand what seem I re-
torted to. but I'll show you to a me.
meat If you'll jest hand WO Me NB."
'The 1111.r he queried. blankly.
"The U.S." she repeated deters
Me to ithh two turns up and demo the
eneon thin rased her, athe sad
theet.idlya.
✓ak extremely sorry to tell yak'
be Said hoarsely, "that your MIL n—
(12•1 arctic blue of her eyes from the
lrittli upon his lips) —'Is left behind.'
be finished. "I hope you don't need It
tinmeduitelyr
"N—no," she admitted; "not to-day,
but I really most dispatcb It to the
gaintshers txosicrrrerw."
"All right." he said. "I'll tall In the
seeming I "
"With the Ma?" she asked him
-Wtth the MB." be echoed, &emir-
Inglr.
And as be went out of the house be
held a brief instance conversation
with the butler, punctuated with •
dollar bill, WI and then paced the strut
for many hours—a prey to thoughts of
forgery and night.
It was the next morning and he had
been talking volubly and long on dif-
ferent subjects when the at length
managed to ipst In a word.
"Well," she asked, have you got
It?"
"What?" be answered quickly. Tbe
measleeT No! Altbough you seemed
to think so, judging !rem the wily 12
which you avoided as at the recepUon
last Night, and again at the opera aft-
erward. Yon wouldn't give me at
such m a bow."
"I didn't see yon," the told hies.
"Where—where was IT" he Inter-
rupted to explain. -In the dress eV-
de, on the opposite side. with my
glasses leveled on your box."
"That was a waste of time," she said
Impatiently, "and so is this. What la
the one biding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
eou've lost my NS.?"
-Because I haven't!" he answered
doggedly. "No!" (As she stared at
him In amazement.) "If that MS. has
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
are responsible, and You alone!"
Ho strode to the door, then wheeling
round, faced her..
"If I forgot your Story," be said
harshly, "it, was became I vas think.
hag only of you. If I was absent-taind-
ed. It was because you were resent.
If I—sr—lost that MS., it was beadam,
well! I suppose you know it—I had
already lost my heart That's ail.
flood-by!"
And lie tniaRirio go. "But ski Was
already at his elbow, and there was
something in her hand—a typewrites
parcel—a MS.
"It has been a putty- bad quarter' of
an hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, sad
her oyes were tvrinkilatt—"thaaas to
your 'torte* and nape. But you're not
going yet?" (For he was turning to
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be-
Sides—"
Hero she looked up at him, and--ab,
welt! —The clock ticked loudly and Xby




A -household hint from the motner
of six children is:
"Women with large families will
find their weekly tnendings very
much 3maller if they sew buttons on
gloves, shoes and all articles of attire




Brushing dusty clothes is a daily
performance by the members of near-
ly every 'family. Although the dust
'bus removed was probably collected
In streets, offices and shops frequent-
ed by all sorts of people, yet it is
quite thoughtlessly set afloat in the
atmosphere of sleeping rooms.
Cream.
A cup of fresh cream is a delic:ous
and, of course, an expensive addition
to a tureenful of onion, potato cream
of rice, pea soup.or other piece In
the country, where the good wife is
often at a loss to di--.Dose of the ithiird
ance of cream at hand. th's will not
he in any way an uncalled for ex-
travagance.
To Clenn Soon gee,
To clean sponhes olare a penny's
worth of salts of lemon in a quart of
boilina water and soak the Sponge in
it. After an hour r•nse thorounhly in
warm water in which a large lump of
soda has been dissolved, afterward
boiline slowly. Rinse in cold water
then rive a sun bath until entirely
dry. kinse all the soapy water from
the sponee, then throw it into the
basket, which should always hang jet,
outside of the room door.
Cleaning Rhinestones.
A dealer :n rhinestone ornaments
says that the proper way to clean
these stones is to take some dry
chalk—common. ordinary chalk. cult
as school children use—either pow-
dered or simply in the piece. and rub
it well around and on the stones and
in the setting.
Let it remain a few minutes. then
take a moderately stiff brnsh sod
dust ore being careful to clean thor-
onrhlv in all the interstices, so that
none of the chalk is left. Polish with
a chamois *kin and you won't know
your rhinestones from diamonds
New /Mollie: Holders.
The newest flower holders for the
table are beautiful vases in the shape
of cops in gold and silver, mother of
pearl, enamel, etc. The idea seesus
to be to keep the design quite simp:e.
Some of these vases come down to a
very slender stem and undercut with
a fairly large cup. This is a favorite
design for the silver vases. Among
the onyx and enamel cups the designs
are ev,ot more eup•shaped. One such
cup, in white porcelain, was support-
' ed by a Kohl frame with four feet.
Otheis have a single standard.' The
loving cup and baskets ,of last year
are c1,:eideills• passe.
Alcohol 111 Bread.
There has been much discass.on
shout the quantity of akohol con-
tained in ordinary bread as the result
of the fermentative process to which
it is subjected before baking. Evi-
dently the quantity is small, but until
recently, it would appear. chemists
have rot succeeded in accurately
measuring it. Now, however, it is an-
nounced that Dr. 0. Pohl, by an clab-
crate arocess based upon the distilla-
tion of the bread to be tested in a
Panto digester, has ascertained that
rdinar.- bread normally contains
0753 if a gram of alcohol for every
too grains of bread, or a little more
than seven parts in ice000. Tt is well
to be precise ceen in 'mail thing,
BURNED' UP HIS CASH.
Farmer Grecs His Wife $1,500 and
Site Hid It in Mattress,
Big Sandy, Tenn.. Feb. 2T.—Huglicy
Welton, a farmer living. about seven
miles from here, suffered a loss of
$1,5oo yesterday by fire. Mr. Melton
has beat preparing to leave for Texas
for several days, had sold his land
and personal property and placed the
money in the bank and a few days
ago drew out $1,500 in currency, in-
tending to leave in a few days. Ile
put $too of this money in a package
for use in paying expenses to Texas.
The rest he gave his wife to take care
of. She placed it inside ofa straw
mattress, but failed to inform her hus-
band as to its whereabouts,' In get-
ting ready to pack up the household
goods her husband emptied the straw
front the mattress and burned it. the
81.5oo being consumed at the same
time. While this is nearly his entire
capital, Mr. Melton is still determined
to go to Texas and says he will leave
in a few days.
An Arkansas man, desiring to cure
his son of a foolish belief in ghosts,
rigged h:mseli up in aikeet with the
idea of first scaring the youth and
then laughing at him. The young
man was scared, but not so badly that
he could not reach for a shotgun and
filled the paternal 'joker full of bird.
shot, thus spoiling the proposed cli-
max of the plot. The episode will be
of noparticular value to the Society
for Psychical Research, but it may be
suggestive to people who have a
.fancy for playing ghost.—Chicago
Chronicle.
Seven warships will. be added to
the Japanese navy in the present
:-ear.
*eller motor so as to goherp both the
eteerlog and the propulsion of the
boat Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, (sustaining nu-
merous press repreeeatatives, as If by
magic, slowly moved forward. gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re.
eedIng jut as it It were being guided
by am expert steersman. The beat OW
'exited all manner of atine•leeri
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the Inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
two Who Have nerved linens Sam
In That Capacity for Very
Long Period,.
---
Another of the many instafieu
where faithful seri-ice has proved a
barrier against interference for politl
cal reasons with the service of a
Massaclueetta postmaster is that ot
John S. Fay, of Marlboro. who has
been in charge of that 'office glace
April 21, 1166, when be wu appointed
ay President Johnson at salary of
11300. Ho had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant, once hy
Hoye., Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, rind came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms
Kr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February n
1903. when the salary was advanced n
12.W° per year.
Milo T. Winebeeter is belleved - '3
sold the long-service record as post
nester. He is 0111 performing his dn
ties In charge of the office at Bout)
ernenla Duchess onunty, New York
leder the commission Orst given bit
oily 10, 1849. The record was held to.
nany years by Rotrwell Beardsley al
he North Lansing (N. y.) Mike. *III
'was appointed Jute 28, 1828, ant
eervod until his death, No;ember
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of tile Ab
stainers' and general Insurance coat
hany held in Birmingham recently tb
ehairman announced that the mortali
ry rate, favorable to the company, 01
the lives insured had again been main
tamed and that in the 21 years of thi
oompany's existence the mortality hat
not yet exceeded 50 per cent, of whir
catgut have been expected from th.
ordinary standard table of the Instl-
Lute of Actuaries, which represent,d
an enormous saving of Interest on cap
Rai that otherwise would have been
bald In claims. He attributed the sat-
istactory megtallty record largely LJ
the members abstaining from the utm
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia.
Almost all the towns in Siberia are
having arc lights for street us* and
incandescent lights for houses, sad
the larger proportion of tie people In
Siberia have never seen gas. which
they regard as as !Imminent of a put
-




Telektno Is the Invent:on of Dee
Sertnterle, Torres Quevelo. diette
nitelsifil Spanish engineer, who hai
hem expelmeeting sueonsfolly wolt
sit separates for we control or die
tett eleorie power by means of wire
.leas telegraphy. He in'an Is to ar.
sly his invention to vinoe:-. and mad.
ets poblic trials with them. Th
tivouradtting station was a whiles
telegraphic apparatus. The boat cir
tied • battery of er-rumulators, a too
tor for driving the propeller, soothe'
tor the rnider, and two torso motor,
for orerating the mechanism of th•
other motors. The servo motors wen
connected directly with the telekino
wherewith they formed a single ap
GETTING BACK TO NATURE 
SS KILLINGVveneh Peasant 'mt. Had His Own
Idea of Franoo's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, since the
days of the revolution, has turned all
Prance late a kind of wall-ti genies,
lellh1111 chalet, In t,v,eh with natmo,
old to spite of • itators and politi•
his preomee is the .,,'7rege, to
rtstch he brinoi the souse ant cunning
if the fields mic:fts for aattotsal
bealth In proof of -this, say* Youth'.
10nonanlon lift ./ sneers reoroduoid
ny etre of the ant or' of "illooehes is
.he Old Road Trios•igh ?ranee le
rlorenee."
Beoweeti argentin and Als1s0011 the
oriter felt to een000tog vrIth a pass-
sat who, with Imo oqe peronismo was
**gaged to +tinier the Perth with
Igor foto horve•en Re sten professed
!meet/ later 'red In polities tad woo
wales. and witlinody talked on them
'objects
•neelbro I. nat. en. 'sow nee plan
sat eat& at last. "Nat Prance has
to fear."
"Yen mean " the 'wetter. "this
religions queettoe the disputa Intl
qiereb sal pope*"
"Ma I duet =Me
me you oleo teor•os any fear Si
soemsge 'eras wee,"
"I diou't knew I waes't Mathes
d thet" •
• papoose yes are age afraid et is
galibor
• at eil.•
°WM, Nen with le the 'Ph, Stop
Mies bee se ?ant-
oWM' amid the preset se thud
ell .111111024
BY NEGROES
WITNESS IN PENROSE CASE
TELLS OF BROWNSVILLE
TRAGEDY.
Bullets Came From Galleries
of the Soldiers, Bar-
racks,
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 2L—The
cross-examination of Ygnacio Garza
continued today in the Penrose court
martial, the testimony consisting of
a description of the bullets and bullet
holes in his house. He said that sight-
ing along the lines of bullet hole.,
he could see that the, shots had been
fired from the galleries of the soldiers'
ba rra eh s.
Nicholas Alanis next took the stand.
He testified to being in the garden
of the Ruby •-.aloon .in Brownsville
when Frank Natus w/s killed by
neeroes. Natus cried. "Oh God!" and
fell wheel 'he was hit just as he
was going to close the alley door.
Colonel Frank Baker and Captain
D. W. Kilburn, Twenty-sixth infan-
try, testified as experts to identify
ammunition which has been intro-
&teed. Captgln Kilbrint could not




A .11PAt4"013_ "Vornois• • Washington, Feb. an—Elmer
Brown, formerly a member of com-
pany 11. Twenty-fifth infantry, was the
first witness today at the Brownsville
inveoiration before the senate COrn.-
inittee on military affairs. He said
he slept in Mlaior Penroe's stable near
the quartermaster's corral and was
not awakened on the night of Aug.
It urea after the firing had ceased.
In the afternoon of that day, he said.
he saw Major Penrose, Dr. Combs,
the mayor of Brownsville, and a
stranger talking near the post ex-
change. He said the men appeared
to he excited and all of them were
,•restieulating as though angry. Wit-
ness said 'he watched the men be-
cause he thought there n-as going •
he a fight. After the Frt.: separ
Maior Penrose went to the qua:-
of Lieutenant Jamison. command''.
enmpanv B, and later the order was
pirates. Hertz freest) were received issned that all of the soldiers should
by the telekino: this centrols the servo he in their quarters that night lay S
motors. which sent currents either tie o'clock,
onntrol the rudder motor or tho pro Conyerr of company it testi-
119ch that he was stationed at the
gardhoese on the night of the shoot-
irer and after the guard "fell in" he
was posted in the rear Of the hoard-
house silt) while there 'Pie heard boi-
ling whirring overhead. He said he
rot permission to lie down, bur a'
told to ken a !harts lookout.
Shots Front Town.
lio• witness was certain the shoot.
inc - came from the town and that non,
of he shots Was from the direction
of the quartermaster's stable, as ha=
been asserted by white soldiers who
have hsen oe the stand. He heard
no bullets after ',eine peeved in .he
rear -of the rruardhoese.•but 'aid he
wanted to lie don-n be•-ause he did
niot wish to tale. any chances. The
hesrint: was a•ljonrited 'Intl torpor-
rC1V4.
Destruction of Our Forests.
Congress has done nothing to pro
teen American forests or to relieve
sufferers from the unjustifiable tariff
which shuts out the product of Can-
ada's illimitable woods. Nor is it
likely that beneficiaries of this unjust
protection will consent to have their
advantage lessened even for the bene-
fit of t:ie .olaeriCan •ple. If it is
done at all. t will ii: ,• to be., done by
force or so; _nice sir .
Concerted efforts should he made
to induce the next congress to take
up and act upon this matter. Our for-
ests arc being rapidly destroyed to
the injury of the climate, and irre-
parable loss is being caused to future
generations. In fifty years, if destruc-
tion continues at the present rate.
there will be no forests left standing
in the United States.
All this is because of the greed of
lumbermen, who have been protected
by a 'high tariff for, many years and
who have grown so strong that they
are able successfully to oppose all
efforts thus far made to withdraw the
protection no longer necessary to
nation at large. But the situation is
becoming so dangerous that the peo
plc will have to unite in demanding
that they shall no longer be made to
suffer for the benefit, of a, small class
of the population.
The day ha% come when the tariff
imposed by the people's representa-
tives in behalf of a few of their num-
ber is injurious to the country and to
the people, not only now but in the
future. Whether other changes should
ibe made n our tariff schedule may be
matter for debate. No debate is pos-
sible on the lumber tariff. It should
be removed.—Chicago Journal.
Phillips Brooks: "Do not pray 14.•
easy lives! Pray to be stronger men!
Po no,1 pray for taskn equal to your
powers. Pray for powers equal to
you tasks! Then the doing of your
work shall be no iniracle, But you
shall be a miratle. Every day von
shall wonder at yourself, at the rich
ness of life which liar come in you by





County Work a Specialty.







Practice in all the courts of th.
state. Both phones 31.
ROOM 1, 2. 3 and 4, Register Mad-
an. 3a3 1-3 Broadway.
S. MANN1116 SEARS, M.B.




boom s and 6. Solliola
Broadway, Paducah. K7.





ti. T. River. M. D.
OFFICE ate BROADWAY
rBLAPHONES:
Residence, 396; Office, les.








Room No. 5, Paducah
Colombo Bldg. K en tuck-,
Old Phone 7992.
OLIVER, OLIVER a hfcGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
linsehell County; Paducah, Ky
Room too Fraternity Building.
New Phone 714 Old Phone 4114A
R. T. 'LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Wi.3 Practice In all Courts of Ken
tuckg.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)













WOW him Paid for Second-Hand
STOTLS AND FURNITURE
Ino anothing and sell everything.
sales) Court Street: OM Plume
Clem Fransiola
KOVNO WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
•
RL OF PADUCAH BANKS' ASSESSMENT ffigio ems
110AWTUCKET REDUCED I3Y $38,443 FOR 1907 EXAMINATION
CIGAR
Special Sale
1,25 Box of 25
-
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THE CITY SUPERVISORS YEST
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
TAXES THIS YEAR ON $957,
WHICH INCLUDES EVERYT
TATE AND _BUILDINGS OW
BANKING HOUSES GOT RE
OP ON'?
LRDAY DECIDED THAT THIS
OF THIS ,CITY SHALL PAY - (Cuutinued (rem Page. One.)
887 WORTH OF PROPIERTYil -*-
PIING EXCEPT THE REAL -EV Mos. Thaw says she told her hushNED BY THE BANKS-ALL THE band, on the ground that the truth
DUCTIONS WITH EXCEPTION or falsity goes to question her credi-
bility as a witness.
I lt
livery bank in the city received a 1906, and this is lowered to .439,t06
reduction this year in its assessment for 1907 taxes, a decrease of 41,059.
fer municipal tax purposes, with ex- The Paducah Banking cornpatry was
ception of the City National bank. hank nos assessed , on $49,$155 for
that got a 40=11 • ease. The city Nisessed on $8eso6o-for Ando god on
Isuperivsors. yesterday bleed the fig- $79.roo for 1907. a decreasehaf tati6o.
tires. on hairiehoithe banks will have The--Fivatokinsional hank. was er•eseed
to tsak this year, the combined lotal- on $171,,not for to* and on $160,01t
beim $93y,887. This is upon their
oroprties, outside the real estate and
bi-Jelings they oast. Ioast year tile,
total. assiessment was $996.3;ya there-
fore a decrease of $38,443 for wog
taxation. The realty and bnildings
are assessed separately, and not in-
eluded in these figexeS.
Last year. tie' Aineficati-German
National bank was assessed on
ishile this year it is fiked at
-
$227,309. a decrease of $11,919. Last
year the Citizens' Savings bank WAIT
assessed at .$1t6,26o. and this year
at $to7,884. a decrtase for ton of
$3.376. For too6 the City National
' look who assesed on $44,28o, aid
this, year on $235.18o, an increase for
.oco. of $9oo. For tisai the Glob.,
isank and Trust company was as-
5et.hed on $114.8.8), and this year eft
:;106.327. a decrease if $4,50% Tile
V•ehatriesi• and Farmers' Sasiugs
/aglitter J. Wt arskadon; has r, -
mimed his place oil the l.. S. steatite 
1.4 and taken on the City
of Memphis.
Quirky Alitchell Ihas illtipped as
seeped mate le the NiemOis.
The Birmingham skipped our for
tth Temwssee r1v.•1 sesterday after
• tow of ties.
The T. li. Daei• *spects to !ear:
:Ins morning
The towboat Fagle his gone m St
. having two barges in charge.
The crew of the City of Sakai° has
siverett from Si Louis and gone on
.ap the Tennessee river to Danville
SIMS that boat. whioli has been lying
thew for weeks during the high water
alai cold period. Tht Saltillo pro-
. clads on up from Linnwille to dee
tmring point in ,the Tennessee then
'(Ks Olt by e1CLC en route to $t.
Lotus
• *he Cagey Eagle departs nest week
tor S  t resume business
r • •
1. Lows • •
table the balance, o1. *c Leyhe fleet
alollowt her irnmeflihatty. • Ali of' them
have been in %%inter ;matters abet% e
- ate mouth of the "Ilennessee river. -
The steamer Kentucky came out of
01•Elm. .41PS 2.essuesaise _rider last night. She
hares here at 5 o'clock tomorrow
afsertioen on her return that way.
Th.- steamer Dick Fowler gets out
for Como this morning at ft o'clock
zed came; back tonight about to
"'clock.
• The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
*yesterday and comes flack tomorrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins gets in
*ion Evansville and departs immC-
Zurtely on her return that way.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
day, haves there tomorrow and
scathes here Sunday.
The Peters Lee should pass here
.7ale tomorrow night or Sunday en
parte from Cincinnati to Memphis.
The Georgia Lee passes up today
• or tomorrow en rout! to Cincinnati
lkont lifemphis
•
• •:•• + • lr • 4
4 4
•r POPULAR WANTS. 4
• • • * + • • 4. + • •
N 14:very 1)4 at 0. A.
late grocery, 640 Broadway, at once
FOR RENT- NIcely furnished
sionno a:i conveniences, 90o jefferson
awe:7
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Ser
ends and Broadway. Apply to B. A.
• 'Scott
FOR SALE-Five fresh milch
• roe -Old 'prones 867; 789. S. B.
Zaidwell. •
'for up-to-date cleaning and press-
garments go to Solomon the Tail
11,7,113 South Third St. Two 'phones
1WANTED-Two nicely furnished
-hours, by two young ladies. Em-
oOyed from 8 a. m. to 80. m. Ref-
•orece given. Telephone 2497.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Ahie-bodied unmarried men between
VW of 18 and 35; .citizens of United
States, of good character arid tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
:ad write English. For information
npply. to Recruiting Officer. New
Itirtmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
inlh Terms rea.;onable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fr:
errstity
Nearly Breaks Down.
The most sensational part .of the
testimony was when Jerome asked:
"You felt that the most 'heinous
wrong had ben done you at the time
of your ra.oishment?"
"I didn't know anything about it
at that time All I remember is what
I felt like when I woke up. I remem-
ber that distinctly. I did not under"for moo, a fading off of SMA.115 stand what had taken place."The supervisors deroacid most of "It outraged every maidenly iu-yeoterday to asoging4 the *smile at Anklet youoditin't it?"the above figuresoheOhlle- today the "It did, and that is why I quarreled-board esti:teem-to take up the 'question with Stanford White."of valuing the municipal franchises "You were very bittcr againstheld by private corporations, and
also the assessment to be placed rtpon
the personal property of these con-
White le-hen you told Thaw, 'weren't
you?"
"Not then."
cerns. It ls understood that subsfau- "When you felt you weoe givitne
'al increases will be made all along up Thaw's love you didn't feel bitter-
this line. against Whiter
The supervisors yesterday figiked "Not intensely. Not until Mr. Thaw
up and showed they had raised thcini- made the realize
the white realty and building "You remember writing Stanford;
4) White from Bouletgue?"ziaossenents $15,3,osio. and oi
4.101 ) upon the realty and haprove- Yes'
"Did .you still feel bitter a'galtiststoats owned by colored people. The
city assessor himself made the other' Whiter
"Yes, I did."portion cii the raise in asseling the
"It was a feeling of comityproperty. Tbc total increase of realtyj
your ravisher."anti imptovenients for this year went
"I wouldn't say enmity Itto about $350.000.
hcliontgiii!aYndligs4jubrisetquielinliti tflitirngathi"
"What salisequent things?"
• The prosecutor caught up
aw•s own words.
'Things u ith Stanford VT,' • e," r
plied 11r•. Thaw.
4 "Were, they impropei slid
de.clen,r1.?;:i.! know
es hat s woutIst •
on siert thinkinir ed tho-
oionts albeit pin wrote Who,. froor4+ PADUCAH - - - - - KENTUCKY 40
fetetet fistetetetet twit+
• JACKSON FOUNDRY ft MACHINE CO.
Mill anol Steonibost Supplies,
4+ Structural Iron for Buildings.Machinery and Boilers Repaired.
and hand Machenery bought and sold.
-ohootinientligithoinnalli
P
-Yes roil of his extraordinary peo-





JUNIOR LEAGUE SHIP CUT
E'TAINMENT IN
(Continued from Page One.
•to spend several days with the bride's
imst.lars. J. W. Williamson. From
there they then proceed to Paris,
Texas, to take their home at the
groom 4 residence.
A pretty traveling suit of blue cloth
and Roman striped silk blouse cos-
tumed the pretty bride for the nup-
tials, at which the only attendant was
the young lady's sister, Miss Kather-
ine Powe41. Only the family and a




Miss May Oats and hIr Woody
Mercer of MeNary. Ky.. arrived 'here
yesterday morning, and at 513o &cloth
in the afternoon were united in mar-
riage, the ceremony occurring in
presence of a few friends at the New
Richmond hotel parlors. while Rev.
J. R. Henry of the Kentucky avegue
Presbyterian chinch officiated
Both are prominent -young people
of that nearby city, for which place
the leave thi- morning oo their re -
t r home
tom AUTOMOBILE.
1,1"e have for s-le a to horse power.
Ford automobile in the bet: of con-
dition in every respect, aud with :do
solutely no repairs neeessary, for too
cash. tilll particulars given on re.-
quest.
FOREMAN BROS • North Fourth st.
WALKER GOT 855,000
OF FUNDS 0 FCHURCH.
Hartford, Conn.1, Felt. 21.-0011
fort ytrusteei of the Connecticut Bap-
tist sonvention met here Tuesday to
eonsider the . alleged defalcation of
the funds of the convention by %NV-
ham F. Walker. of New Britain. the
treasurer of the Savings bank of New
Britain. who Wa5 also treasurer of the
convention. At the end of the session
a statement was made public. In
part it says: "After a careful investi-
gation as possible up to the present
time the gross loss tothe convention
would seem to amount to about $55.-
000. Mr. Walker has served as treas-
urer for nearly twenty-one years and
it now transpires that his peculations
covered a considerable period during
which time he has been tendering
false reports and stibstituling other
securities for those. listed in his re-
port "
National Flowers.
The national flower of England is
the rose; of France, the fleur-de-lis;
of Germany, the cornflower: of Egypt.
the lotus; of Greece. the tiolet; of
IreInnct. the shamrock; of Italy. the
lily; of India, the lotus; of Japan, the
chrytanthemurn: of Mexico, the nnpat
cactus; of. Scotland, the thhole; of
Spain, the pomegranate.
(Coat
fee'ing. had kr asked Mr. Jerosiii!'
In one may it had- sr another o
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or your Picture frames
315 BRORDCGRIT
GLOBE BANK & '-TRUST CO.
capital stock $100,000
Sutisins $34.000
int/Tat paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted ;
G ROBERTSON, Prest N W VAN CULIN, Casino'
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Ii Both Phones. No. 690 •
need from Page (Inc)
. • •
Met. Thaw ear:se-4111er voice its %I',
mole this reply.
"You whim coerced into writing?"
'Fliers of the company owing t3e "Yes. T was. NI,- mother said
friendships and relatiouships exist- Wila unr•ratefol I., Mr. White. an.
things like that
; The Berlin left Harwich it to 'Had son - any occasion to dotiO,
of your own motherr!o'clock last night. upon the arrisal the chastity
there of the London train with
greater number of passengers
subsequently lost their lives.
steamer should have reached
Hook of Hellane: at 6 o'clock
morning and would have then ;sro-
ceeded for Rotterdam.
Great oat. Blowing.
A great gale was blowing in the
North Sea uhen the Berlin started.
As the Berlin v.:4 entering the water-
-way at the entrance of the river Maas.
however, she apparently became un-
manageable on account of the force
of the wind, and was driven ashore
The alarm was given and lifeboats
from the shore went to the assistance
of the stricken steamer, but the seas
were so heavy that the boats were un-
able to approach the Berlin close
enotight to take off any of the pas
stagers or crew and the life boat
men had to sit helpless while the
, steamer pounded Until she broke itt
two and every soul on board wns
earried down. The steamer appar-
ently struck about amidships, as her
e ,art e off and sank iin-
wheiEatelv. while her after part could
he seen for zconsiderable period of
time afterward.,
Speaking of success in life," re-
matked Hojax. "there goes a man
who has left hundreds of people be-
hind despite their strenuous efforts to
overtake him." "Indeed!" exclaimed
Tomdix. "Who is he?" "Oh," re-
plied Ifojax, "he's a motorman on a
trolley car."-Chicago Daily Ners.
•
-Lenten cervices were held last
evening at the German Evangelica' I
chureh.
th "e I never thought of my mother itswho that war."
The Mrs. Thaw stamped her foot.the "How did you know Stanfo-.'this thhio'Intitue.•isthfhriiemndr.s kiieu of your re1.1
"One of them saw me with ho•st the East Twenty-second - Stn.,
studio."




"So 3ou continued to nsaintain vela-ia
wm h  
?"St,nford White after your
vi sh
"Yes for a tittle."
Thaw buried his fare in his hands





Pittsburg. Pa., Feb. 2 f .-AaorneyJohn McCleave today admitted t7iathe drafted Harry K. Thaw's first oil;
and that he was asked to go to NC.
York to testify in the defense of the
Pittsburger charged with StanfordWhite's murder. hut that he had re-fnieil. Attorney McCleave gave it ashis opinion that Thaw wi, periectly
sane when he drew the instr.iment.
He said he knew ncohino about the
codicil offered in evidence Monday,
and declared lie failed to recognize
any portion of the noll which he had
written, as published in the newt-
papers yesterday.
In London there arc 70,000 nurnici-
pal employes; in England generally
there are close upon 2,000,000.
General Insurance Agency
ofilr 306_ BroedwaY 11111Phones:Office 3/53--Itesidence1416
after Day Sweethearts ;
By Mrs. Burton Darrison
sill* on sale February arh. at soc instead of Soso. but only at owstore Get one sure. Among th e latest fiction here are some of the
Biggest Sellers and Best Books.
The Chief Legatee, Mary E. Winans-Freeman. Our price or.Kate Meredith, Financier, J. Cuddle? klyne. Our price sot.'le Far Horigon. Lucas Malet, worth St so. Our price St.2‘;Hunderds of other popular cop y-rights at cut prices.
D. E. Wilso "& Book aittan Music Man




CUTOR IN THAW CASE.
New York, Feb: 27 . -justice Pita-
genii.' who is presiding at the fbaw
trial, has received a threatening letter
sent from St. Louis. It accuses the
judge of siding with Jerome against
Thaw. The writer threatened to kill
justice Fitigerald and District Attor-
ney Jerome if Thaw is convicted.
Ah was a slave befo'
h." "But when the war
Yot u got your freedom." "No,
, A *as married den, an' Abs
been married evali rince."-Philadel-
phia Press.
NEW INDUSTRIES.
Established in Kentucky and -Ten-
neseee.
Chattanooga. Tenn. Feb. sr - The
following insiustrits are reported by
the Tradesman:
Kentucky -- ftowletts -- Canning
foctory.
Nichoiasvilleo-$50,000 barytes mill.
Lexington--$toomo brick and tile
vorks.
Tennessee'-Chattanooga-Iron and
bolt wor‘aa: $25.000 sahd and supply






FORME BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
TRADE WATER C 0 A L REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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